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The terms of reference for this four week study were: 
1. To exploré the feasibility of creating a Latin 
American technical information network*, 
2. To aèsess the current technical information supply 
and demand situation in Latin. America, and . 
3. To formulate guidelines for the development of information 
linkages and international networks. 
The methodology employed in this study was a series of 
14 personal interviews and several telephone interviews with know-
ledgeable technical information people in Mexico and Canada, between 
June 14 and June 28, 1977. They are identified in Annex A. 
In addition, a small number of United Nations, Organization of 
American States, and other documents dealing with the Latin American 
technical information situation were examined. They are listed in 
Annex B. 
The cooperation of those interviewed, and the support of the 
CEPAL,Mexico Office staff is very much appreciated," given 
the short time period and the need for fast, accurate typing. However, 
the opinions, recommendations and shortcomings of this report aire the 
author's alone. ; 
This report is presented in three parts and four annexes, 
following an introduction. 
Part I is Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations, in two 
sections. 
Part II is a discussion of the supply and demand for technical 
information in Latin America, in three sections: 
A. Characteristics and problems of demand for technical information 
in Latin America; 
B. Characteristics and problems of supply of technical information 
in Latin America, and 
C. Summary of two major 1976 conferences on the supply and demand 




Part III is a discussion of definitions and relationships 
between information systems and networks, in four sections: 
A. Schematic, description and discussion of information creation, 
publication, distribution and use - supply and demand; 
B. Types of Technical Information! Networks; 
C. Some comments and questions on "International Networks", and 
D. An outline for the Design of;International Technical 
• Information Networks (ITIN)¿ t 
Annex A: Persons Interviewed June 14-28, 1977, Mexico, D.P. 
Annex B: Bibliography 
Annex C: Sample "Noticias Tëcnibas*(Technical News Announcements) 
. of INFOIEC-CONACYT, Mexico¿ D. F. < 
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- Contaminación 
- Industria eléctrica 
- Industria farmacéutica 
- Ingeniería industrial 
-Industria metalmecánica 
- Industria química 
Annex D: Technical Informatioçi and Assistance to Industry 
Program of thé Organization of American States, 
Regional Program of Scientific and Technical 
Development, Special Projects of the Mar del Plata 




INTRODUCTION .. . . 
What information problem is trying to be solved, and who has this 
problem? 
The basic problem is to make readily available the information 
required for the appropriate solution of production and related 
technical problems. 
The user and requestor of this information is. a technical 
planner, public or private, or a manufacturing manager, supervisor, 
engineer, research and development investigator, cost analyst, quality 
control technician, product or process designer, teacher or student 
of engineering, technical marketer, investor, etc. 
Technical problems exist, primarily at the micro, or plant 
and laboratory level, may or not be widespread or common nationally 
or internationally, and can only be solved at the plant level, with 
or without external technical assistance. 
Technical information systems, services and networks must be 
designed to start and to end at the plant or laboratory level - that 
is where the problems are and where the solutions must be applied 
(technical solutions may be developed externally, but they must be 
applied locally). 
The phrase "international technical information network" in 
its formal denotation and connotations may be more misleading and 
confusing than helpful. It may indeed be artificial, spurious, or 
even metaphysical. What is needed in the international technical 
information arena is the cooperative exchange of information - as 
directly, cheaply and quickly as possible. Whether "formal networks" 
are necessary or desirable is not clear. 
Individual and institutional users of technical information 
need to know where to go for information. They do not necessarily 




What they do need is training and easy access to complete, 
continuously updated directories and guides to information sources, 
plus the services of an information delivery system which includes 
industrial extension agents to assist in the selection, adaptation 
and application of appropriate information. These directories, guides, 
delivery systems and extension agents are national responsibilities. 
The existence of any:sort of useful or responsive "international 
network" should not be used as a substitute for, or as an excuse not 
to develop, effective national technical information systems. National 





I. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Summary of Eladings and Conclusions 
1. Existing sQurces of information and information centers throughout 
the world and in Latin America are now exchanging information and 
responding to questions from individuals, institutions and other 
organizations. Much of this is more or less voluntary and is done 
on the basis of friendship, good will, professionalism and public 
service. The use of commercial information services, publications, 
indexes, and data banks is also growing. 
2. While these systems can no doubt be improved in many respects 
and in many specific subject fields, the way;to do it is not to 
impose some sort of super-structure on top. There is no way to make 
such a superstructure work «.it could not be legislated, it could 
not be enforced and there would never be enough resources, human 
and financial, available to:apply to such, a task. Rather, what is 
necessary - and is .possible, feasible and practical. - is to improve 
the quality, .sensitivity and capability pf existing national 
information systems on both the supply and demand sides. As the 
performance of national information systems improves, so will their 
international exchange and collaboration. One starts from the bottom 
up, not from the top down, and then proceeds incrementally. 
3. In. the long run, the cheapest - and the most effective -way . 
to build an information system is to start with a small group of 
users, satisfy, their common needs (not the needs of the system 
builders, operators and overseers), and then carefully enlarge the 
group(s) of users by offering and supplying them with the information 
and related services that they want and can use. 
4. If one goes too fast in expanding information services, beyond 
the (current) capacity of the users to absorb them, it is not only a 
waste of money and resources, but it can easily confuse users, and 
potential users, and alienate them from the system. Information systems 




5. National information center systems and network can profit 
tremendously from the international exchange of ideas and techniques 
and the sharing of experiences, problems, failures and successes 
in the handling and solving of information problems; The professional 
journals are one vehicle for.,- this, but there is no - substitute for 
face to face contact with fellow practitioners of all kinds at all 
levels. Continuous,support of. international meetings, and training 
at all user and supplier levels, is the easiest, quickest and 
cheapest way to promote the kind of informal international information 
exchange "networks" and "invisible colleges" that are successful in 
practice and are created on the basis of personal contact, friendship, 
mutual help, support* and professional development. Such natural 
growth of interest and. communication serves as one indicator and basis 
for the development of formal international networks. 
6. So far as international, networks go - how long does it take to 
get a letter or telex answered from one country to another in Latin 
America? Latin American networks will be no better than the will and 
interest of a specificjgroup of information users, information suppliers, 
and information centers to voluntarily cooperate to share information 
needs and resources. Their interaction to develop a successful 
international network - in any field (petro-chemicals, iron, rice, 
foundry operation, cost reduction in canning, etc.) must follow the 
same gradual growth patterns mentioned in 3 and 4 above, or it will fail. 
7. National information referral centers, technical or otherwise, 
are lacking in Latin American countries. If useful information exists 
within.a country, a person-should be able to find it, but first he 
must be aware of it. One cannot use what one is not aware of, Cannot 
find or cannot contact. Only if it does not exist, or cannot be 
found locally, should one then proceed to go outside to look for it. 
3. The kind of,"Information on information" that would be used 
by a National Information Referral Center is largely absent, obsolete, 




This explains in part the lack of,many.such centers - they cannot 
operate without proper information, materials. (The lack of Latin 
American technical information is-indicated by. the fact that of 
some 3, 500 technical journals abstracted by Engineering Index 
Monthly (New York) only foar are printed in Spanish. ) The development 
and maintenance of current, correct and complete information guides 
and directories is an expensive, time consuming and complex task. 
Trade, professional and service associations in the private sector 
do excellent work in providing documentation in certain areas in some 
countries, but the government sector has responsibilities to document 
its own activities and sources pf information, as well as to coordinate 
and support national information systems and a National Referral Center. 
(See Part III, A. , for description of these centers.) 
9. National switching/referral centers and national specialized 
information centers, where they exist, are the logical components of 
formal international technical information exchange networks. A general 
international information network could be composed of National 
Information Referral Centers. Specialized subject international 
information networks (agriculture, industry, food technology, chemicals, 
etc.) would be composed of national specialized information centers. 
10. The INFOTEC-CCNACYT, Mexico, D.F., technical information network 
while operating informally and at a low volume, is perhaps the most 
highly developed information network, in Latin America. It deserves 
close study by those interested in developing and improving technical 
information centers and programs. 
11. Hasty investigation has revealed three other networks in Latin 
America either in partial operation or in various phases of start-up. 
One is BIREME (Biblioteca Regional da Medicina) in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
under Pan American Health Organization and United States National 
Library of Medicine auspices. Another is AGRIS/AGRINTER (Inter-American 
System of Information in the Agricultural Sciences) in Turrialba, 




The third is an inter-american network for transmitting bibliographic 
information - between libraries and documentation centers - under 
OAS auspices. Information on these three networks was gathered from 
second and third party sources and is no doubt out-of-date. Their 
exact status and prospects could best be determined by on-site visits 
and interviews. 
The Caribbean Development and Cooperation Committee, organized 
in 1975 by CEPAL, has also expressed interest in. establishing a 
subregional information system.,: However, this ieffort is still in its 
early planning stages. , ¡ ; 
12. SELA (Sistema Económico Latinoamericano) is considering developing 
a network tentatively called RITLA;(Red de Información Técnica de 
Latinoamérica) but it is only in the early discussion stages. 
13. Professor Armando Sandoval,.Director of the Centro de Información 
Científica at Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), has been 
compiling, publishing and disseminating scientific announcements in 
Mexico, and perhaps elsewhere in Latin America. After one brief telephone 
conversation, further contact was impossible due to a strike at the 
University. 
14. The International Development Research Center (IDRC)»Ottawa, 
Canada, has been assisting the development of TECHNGNETrASIA for the 
past five years. TECHNONET started with six countries and now includes 
eleven. A description of this international technical information 
network was requested from Canada, but was not received before this 
paper was completed. 
15. The nucleus of a formal Latin American technical information 
exchange network is now operating. For the past several years, 
INFOTEC-CONACYT (Mexican Information Service for Industry), Mexico City, 
has been publishing a monthly series of "Technical News" (Noticias 
Técnicas). (See annex C). These list the titles of articles of 




INFOTEC suscribes to. Technical News is sent to some 3 000 Mexican 
subscribers. In addition, six Latin American countries subscribe 
to Noticias Técnicas plus other services for a fee of INFOTEC. These 
six countries are Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras 
and Nicaragua. Five other countries receive Noticias Técnicas for 
casual information purposes only. These countries are Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Perú, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela. INFOTEC has operated 
an "informal question and answer service" with these countries and 
has supplied literature searches to some of them. 
All of these activities have been conducted on an informal and 
ad hoc basis. These information exchange activities could no doubt 
be expanded if more resources were available in and to each country. 
They take time, money and people. There is no need for a "formal 
network" here. There Is a need for more resources to be invested in 
the eleven national information systems involved with emphasis on 
training and with some resources earmarked for international information 
exchange activities. 
The list of subscribers to INFOTEC-CONACYT Technical Notices 
follows. The institutions which receive additional services, for a 
fee, are indicated with an asterisk (*). 
The table which follows next lists twenty four National Technical 
Information Centers that could participate in a Latin American Technical 
Information Network. 
This list is not intended to be complete, but includes centers 
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M é x i c o 
" Table 1"' 
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTERS THAT' COULD PARTICIPATE IN A LATIN AMERICAN TECHNICAL INFORMATION NETWORK 
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Technical 







INTI (Centre de Investigación Documentaría, 
I n s t i t u t o Nacional de Tecnología Indust r ia l ) 
BGSÏ (Dirección General de Normas y Tecnología) 
INT (National I n s t i t u t e of Technology) 
IBICT (Brazilian I n s t i t u t e o£ S c i e n t i f i c 
Information - formerly IBBD) 
Note ; Depending on final organi's&tional structure, one of these institutions could function as the formal Hide with national 
and international information systems and netsnseks. 
COLCÏENCIAS (Fondo Colombiano de Investigaciones 
Científicas y Proyectos Especiales "Francisco 
José dm Caldas") 
X X X s 
X X X X 
Formerly supplied these services, and is being reorganized 
Being reorganized to supply these services, with emphasis on s i j i t o g r s p h i 
information 
IXT (Instituto de Investigaciones Tecnológicas) 
CONICIT (Consejo Nacional de Inve s t i gec ione s 
Cienííricas y Tecnológicas)• 
C0NIGÏÏ (Consejo Nacional de Imre s tí gacione s 
Científicas y Tecnológicas) 
INTEC/CORFO (Instituto de Investigaciones 
Tecnológicas) 
EPH (Escuela Po l i t écn ica Nacional) 
CENSES (Centro dé Desarrollo Industrial del 
Ecuador) 
BCH/DII (Banco Central da Honduras, Departa-
üaento de Investigaciones Industriales) 
INTICA? ( I n s t i t u t o Técnico de Capacitación 
y Productividad) 
ICAITI (Instituto Centroamericano de Inves-
ti gación y Tecnología Industrial) 
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SUSCRIBIRS TO TECHNICAL NEWS OF INFOTEC-CONACYT IN LATIN-AMERICA 
Ing. Guillermo Llinas Angulo 
Director of FICECEC (*) 
Carretera 11A No. 69-75 
Apartado aéreo 27872 
Bogotá, Colombia 
Instituto Venezolano de productividad 
(Fundación) 
Av. Libertador Edif. Nuevo Centro, Chacao 
Apartado Este 60256 
Caracas 389, Venezuela 
Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica 
Apartado 159 
Cartago, Costa Rica 
Ing. Gerardo Mirabelli B. 
Director Centro de Información 
Tecnológica 
Ing. Julio R. Chavarria 
Jefe Div. de Industria 
Instituto Técnico de Capacitación 
y Productividad(*) 
Ministerio de Trabajo y Previsión Social. 
12 Calle 4-17, Zona 1 
Guatemala, C.A. 
Kevin M. W. Marshall 
Caribbean Industrial Research 
Institute 
Tunapuna Post Office,(U.W.I. Campus) 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Herly Noa Silverio 
Jefe Depto. Document y Eval. Económica 
Inst. Cubano Invest. Caña Azúcar 
Vía Blanca y Carr. Central 
Apartado 4026 
Habana, Cuba. 
Ing. Oscar Lanza Rosales 
Jefe Depto. de Pequeña Industria 
Centro Coop. Tec. Ind. de Honduras (*) 
Apartado Postal 1271 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, S. A. 
Ing. Oscar Lanza Rosales 
Presidente 
Asoc. de Ingenieros Industriales 
de Honduras 
Apartado Postal No. 13(14 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras? 0. C. , C.A. 
Ing. Criando Donoso 
Director General de Normas y 
Tecnología 
Ministerio de Industria y Comercio(* 
Edif. de la Lotería Piso 9 
Av. Mariscal Santa Cruz 
Casilla 4430 
La Paz, Bolivia 
Ernesto Quiñones Marton 
Director 
Centro de Inf. Técnica, Puerto Rico 
Universidad de Puerto Rico 
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 00708 
Sr. Arturo A. Vaughan 
Jefe Depto. Técnico Industrial 
Banco Nacional de Nicaragua 
Casa Matriz 
Managua, Nicaragua 
Sr. Bayardo Cuadra Moreno 
Jefe División 
Promoción y Proyectos en Desarrollo 
Instituto de fomento Nacional (*) 
Apartado No. 629 
Managua, D. N., Nicaragua 
Dr. Erwin Fetzer 
Jefe Depto. Asuntos Científicos 
Organisation of American States 
1735 Eye St. NW. 1131 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Dr. Edmundo de Alba 
Scientific Counsellor 
Mexican Embassy-Scienee Office 
1660 L. Street N.W. Suite 705 
Washington, D.C. 
/Ing. Luis 
Servicio de Información Técnica (*) 




Ing. Luis García Pacheco Maguina 
Director de Investigaciones 
Centro Nacional de Pro due t iv id ad-CEN 
Zepija 423 Piso 5 
Lima, Perú 
Victor Tejada Valdivia 
Coordinador de Area 
Ofic. Sectorial de Planificación 
M. Ind. y Com. Av. Corpa S/n 
San Isidro, 
Lima, Perú 
Sr. Armando Valdés Palacio . 
Corporación de Racionalización y 
Consultoría, S.A. 
Apartado 1434 
Las Begonias 441 Piso 12, 
San Isidro 
Lima, Perii 
Sr. Carlos Mai Hard Vega 
Director Proyecto Asistencia Técnica 
Ministerio de Industria y Turismo 
Av. Corpac S/n. 
San Isidro 
Lima, Perii 
Ing. Hernán AgüeIlo 
Director. 
Centro dé Información Industrial (*) 




Ing. Jorge Fitzgerald 
ITINTEC 






1. Resources for technical information system development should 
be concentrated at the national level. The development of national 
capabilities to create, publish, indèx/abstract, distribute, and 
systematically collect, store, and retrieve technical information, 
should have high priority in national development plans and programs. 
Training requirements are implicit in these capabilities, especially 
training in the acquisition, analysis, adaptation' and application of 
information at the user level. 
2. Technical information systems should be developed on a sectoral 
basis for specific sets of users for reasons of effectiveness, efficiency 
and economy and concentrate oh those most in need - the small and medium-
sized manufacturers. 
3. Each Latin American country should develop a National Information 
Referral Center. While this Referral Center may have branches in 
several locations in a country, there should be one entity in each 
country where a person can go for advice as to where and how he can 
obtain the specific information he seeks. The Referral Center contains 
only "information on information". It does not provide substantive 
information or bibliographic services but directs the requestor to 
those individuals or institutions that can, or should be able to 
provide the desired information or service. It would include guides 
to information available on both the public and private sector and on 
all professional trade, technical academic and service organizations 
and associations in the country. (Referral Center operations are 
discussed in Part III A below.) The existence and development of a 
National Referral Center does not preclude, but complements, the 
development of specialized referral centers elsewhere in the country 





4. The existing, informal technical information exchange network now 
being operated by INFOTEC-CONACYT of Mexico should be reinforced, 
improved and expanded by supplying increased resources to each of the 
countries involved. All of the countries in this informal network, with 
the exception of Cuba and Trinidad and Tobago, are participants in the 
OAS Proyectos Especiales Cuenta War del Plata, and are therefore 
in a strong position to accelerate this network's development if they so 
desire. (See Table 2 for specific countries and institutions participating 
and recent (1974-1977) technical information budgets. The Caribbean 
Developments.and Cooperation Committee of CEPAL may also wish to provide 
additional support to the INFQTEC-CONAÇYT efforts in its subregion. 
Annex D presents summaries (in Spanish) of the recent activities of 
the twenty-one institutions participating in the Mar del Plata Technical 
Information and Assistance to Industry Program of the OAS. ), 
5. The historical evolution, of the informal INFOTEC-CONACYT technical 
information exchange network should be studied and reported on as a case 
study, and,: if recommendation number 4 above is put into effect, the 
further development of this network should also be studied and reported on 





i -Table 2 
PROYECTpS ESPECIALES CUENTA MAR DEL PLATA 
REGIONAL PLAN ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT, 
1974/1975 TO 1976/1977 
Programme on information and technical assistance 
for the industry 
General objectives 
Application of the existing technological knowledge to production. 
In order to obtain the best results, the technical information diffusion 
process is organized so as to guarantee its reaching the industrial system. 
It is also necessary to organize the stocking of information, its recovery 
and diffusion. To this effect, interchange agreements are being established, 
specialized lists published and automatic systems are being utilized. 
Participating institutions Amount 1974/1975 1975/1976 1976/19775' 
Bolívia Dirección General de Normas y 
Tecnología, DGNT 55 000 11 200 31 700 
Colombia Fondo Colombiano de Investigaciones 
Científicas y Proyectos Especiales 
"Francisco José de Caldas", 
C0LCIENCIAS 20 600 
Instituto de Investigaciones Tecno-
lógicas, IIT 52 900 
Costa Rica Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones 
Científicas y Tecnológicas, C0NICIT 
Chile Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones 
Científicas y Tecnológicas, CONICIT 52 000 
Instituto de Investigaciones Tecno-
lógicas INTEC/CORFO 48 000 30 000 10 000 
Ecuador Junta Nacional de Planificación y 
Coordinación, JUNAPLAN 
Escuela Politécnica Nacional, EPN 10 000 
Centro de Desarrollo Industrial del 
Ecuador, CENDES 10 000 31 000 15 260 
59 400 97 500 
63 300 
30 000 10 000 
30 000 10 000 
20 100 4 000 




Table 2 (Conclusion) 









Banco Central de Honduras, Depar-
tamento de Investigaciones 
Industriales 
Instituto Técnico de Capacitación 
y Productividad, INTECAP 
Información para la Industria, 
IÎ3F0TEC/CONACYT 
Banco Central de Nicaragua 
Consejo Nacional de Investigación, 
CONI . ....... 
Industria del Perú, INDUPERU 
Electricidad del Perú, ELECÏROPERU 
Petróleos del Perú, PETROPERU 
PESCA PERU 
IUNEROPERU 
Instituto Dominicano de Tecnología 
Industrial, INDOTEC 
Centro Nacional de Información 
Científica y Tecnológica, CONICIT 
29 900 37 900 
; V».' . 
15 000 65 000 
120 000 63 000 





- 6 000 
- 6 000 
- 41 000 35 200 










II. DISCUSSION OF THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION IN LATIN AMERICA 
A. Characteristics and problems of demand for tëchnical 
Information in Latin America 
The need for technical information exists in every manufacturing plant, 
laboratory and planning agency in Latin America. 
A major problem is to translate these needs, however poorly or 
incompletely identified, defined or articulated they may be, Into 
effective demand that can and will be responded to by appropriate public 
and private agencies and information services. 
Information users must make their needs known loudly, clearly and 
continuously, individually and collectively through trade, technical and 
professional associations, to government agencies and other potential 
sources of information support. "Thé squeaky wheel gets the grease." 
To assist this existing, but latent, demand make itself known, 
both public and private suppliers Of information and technical assistance 
must also loudly,' clearly and continuously broadcast (publicize) their 
existence, capability, availability and désire to serve the technical 
community. •••'• 
Training and promotional activities are required on both sides. 
These requirements can be met through professional, trade and technical 
association training programs and publications preferably conducted with 
the support arid participation of government agencies and information cen-
ters. The information needs of small and medium sized industry require 
special attention (state and large private enterprises generally take 
care of themselves). 
Problems of supply and demand of technical information are largely 
marketing type problems that can be solved by marketing techniques such 
as market research (of user needs); product design (of information 
collections); distribution (delivery systems for information); and 
promotion (better utilization of information systems to solve technical 
problems and increase productivity). 
/The major 
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The major concern, is -relevant, useful and appropriate techni-
cal information. How can it be established whether , a given piece 
of information is relevant, useful and appropriate? One must determine 
whether it fits the technical requirements of a given problem in a 
specific context: an engineering design problem, a malfunctioning or 
excessively costly process, a broken down piece of equipment, or a poor 
quality product and disatisfied customers. The perceived nature of the 
technical problem determines the kind of information needed to solve it. 
One may know what information is needed and what questions are to.be 
asked, but one cannot establish the relevance, usefulness and appropri-
ateness of any piece of information until it is first acquired from some 
source, and secondly, reviewed, analyzed, compared and screened against 
the requirements of the specific problem-situation one is concerned with. 
This can only be a matter of trial and error, the use of the "experimental 
method". Of course, the better the questions are (specific, concrete, 
concise, etc.) the better the chances are of acquiring meaningful informa-
tion the first time around. 
Poor questions produce voluminous "answers", if any, that are costly 
to screen, time consuming and often confusing and misleading. They can 
overload and break-down information systems. 
The effective, efficient and economical use of information systems 
requires experienced, trained, knowledgeable, pragmatic people. 
Unlike science, the creation of technical information is only a 
by-product of a problem solving effort. Most technical problem solving 
activities in industry, and in many industrially oriented research 
institutions, do not create or require formal, written technical documenta-
tion. There the task is to produce solutions to problems, not to produce 
papers. 
"Appropriate technical information" rarely exists per se aid a priori. 
Information, most of the time, must be reformed, reshaped or restructured 
in order to become "appropriate" for specific application to a specific 
technical problem situation. 
While access to technological data and information banks is important, 
that information must be analyzed, fittered, modified and repackaged before 
it is in a form suitable for use. This is a major function of Technical 
Information Centers. Such centers exist in most Latin American countries, 




B. Characteristics andproblems o£ supply of technical 
information in Latin America 
One must confine the discussion to published technical information; 
unpublished information exists, but is accessable only on a personal 
"invisible college" basis outside of formal information systems and 
networks. Its acquisition is subject to the initiative, ingeniousness 
and determination of the potential user and the grace and willingness 
of the author or possessor of the information to release.it in any form. 
It is beyond formal control measures. • 
"Restricted Information" may be ,for sale under certain conditions, 
as part of a license, equipment purchase, "know-how" agreement, manage-
ment contract, or subscription;to a hard copy, microfiche or computerized 
data base service. This type of information falls under the category of 
"intellectual property", is also.,beyond the scopé of this paper and is 
the special concern of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). 
There is comparatively little technical information created arid 
published in Latin America, in both absolute ánd rélative terms, in 
proportion^ to the -amount of Industrial, activity. While comparative 
statistics could be assembled to support this statement, one fact should 
be sufficient for the moment: oaf some 3 :500 technical journals published 
In the world that are abstracted: by the Engineering Index Monthly (New 
York), only four are printed in Spanish. . One of these is from Mexico on 
cement, the other three are from Spain, one on cement and the other two 
on metallurgy. 
This means that most of the printed technical information in the 
world is not published in Latin America and is not printed in the Spanish 
language which raises basic problems of importing and distributing 
technical information and translating it into Spanish (and Portuguese). 
The more fundamental problem of increasing the quantity and quality of 
Latin American technical publications is not discussed further here. 
(In this connection, it should be pointed out that very few Latin American 
technical publications have annual indexes which would greatly simplify 
the task of searching the indigenous literature). 
The lack of indexing .and abstracting of indigenous Latin American 
technical information has.thus forced reliance on extra-regional sources 
in the developed countries, such as the U.S. Engineering Index (derived 




and the British INSPEC abstract services in.the electronic, electrical, 
computer, mechanical engineering and engineering management.fields, 
which publishes over 6 500 abstracts per month from the world's 
technical literature. 
Technical information centers in many Latin American countries 
publish a variety of technical notice bulletins (see annex A for an 
example). These list titles and authors of articles judged to be of 
interest to their clientele, but this is done on a^relativelysmall 
scale and rarely on a comprehensive and systematic basis. Some technical 
information centers do supply Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) 
service to clients. However, this is not: common as it is usually 
derived from a computerized data base. UNAM hgs been working in this field. 
While the industrialized countries have developed technical 
information supply and distribution systems in both the public and 
private sectors, developing countries are having to rely on their 
governments to acquire technical information and make it available to 
potential users, public and private. In the private sector, larger 
companies often rely on their own resources and contacts to obtain 
technical information, but for small and medium size manufacturers, 
government agencies and government supported information centers are their 
primary, if not only, source. These sources are not widespread in 
Latin America, are in various stages of development, usually early stages, 
and are only capable of serving a small portion of manufacturers a#d 
researchers who could use their services. 
A final point on the supply of technical information: very rarely is 
a given piece of printed technical information phrased or stated in a 
manner which permits its application to solve a problem without extensive 
analysis and adaptation. This is not the fault of the information which 
was created to solve someone else's problem. Further, the selection, 
analysis and adoption of information is an expensive and time consuming 
process which requires experienced/ trained personnel - not only in the 
information selection/acquisition stage but also in the analytical, 
adaptation and application stages. Such people do not exist in large 
numbers and are just as much in demand in the industrialized countries as 
in the developing countries. These educational and training problems are 




C. Summary of two major 1976 conferences or the supply and demand 
for technical information In Latin America 
The supply and demand situation of technical information in Latin America 
has been the subject of two recent conferences jointly sponsored by the 
Division of Science Information, US National Science Foundation; the 
FID (International Federation for Documentation) Latin American Committee 
for Information for Industry (FID/CIA/II) ; and the Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs, US Department of State. Denver Research Institute 
provided secretariat support in both conferences. 
The first conference was held in Washington, D.C., 16-18 February 1976, 
and was on "The Role of Scientific and Technical Information 
Services in the Transfer of Technology in Latin America". Over one 
hundred people from the hemisphere attended this conference and repre-
sented both public and private interests in the supply, demand and 
use of scientific and technical information. The major result of the 
conference was a tentative "Agenda for Action". (See following pages.) 
This agenda was to be analyzed and discussed in depth by the participants 
in their home countries and then reviewed jointly with other countries 
at a follow-up meeting under the same sponsorship. 
This later meeting was called the "Seminar on Industrial Information" 
and was held 1-2 October 1976 at Mexico City following the 38th World 
Congress of the FID. Its objectives were threefold: 
"1. To achieve consensus on an updated Agenda for Action involving 
the various parties of interest; 
2. To explore in detail the steps necessary to begin implementa-
tion of individual agenda items, and 
3. To identify specific actions that can be undertaken in North 





i -Table 2 
A, TENTATIVE AGENDA FOR ACTION 
Action possibilities . 
Pilot projects • 
1. Initiate a pilot project to collect and dessemiriate ^experien-
tial^ knowledge for snail- to medium-scale industrial firms in a Latin 
American country. The Organization of American Stated should assist in 
monitoring, evaluating and publicizing the results of this project. 
2. Initiate a pilot project between the governments of a Latin 
American country and the United States to exchange information of use to 
government and industry in mission-oriented areas such'as the protection 
of the environment, energy, food, or population. Such a project could 
serve as a model for other bilateral Latin American mission-oriented 
information exchanges* " 
Institution-building activities 
3. Initiate a promotional campaign for the establishment and 
strengthening of government-funded organizations in Latin American 
countries for technology transfer to small- to medium-scale industrial 
firms. u 
4. Extend thé audience for U.S. technology and information directory 
services to include Latin America. 
Training activities 
5. Develop Latin American-based capability centers to provide 
training in the establishment and operation of technology transfer 
services, emphasizing information. 
6. Develop and test a more selective curriculum for the education 
of information trainers in, the use of STI services: a) design specific 
curriculum to cover new information tools, availability, places, search 
strategies, people involved, prices, subject areas, etc., and b) explore 
different format possibilities such as packages for training and instruc-





National or industry level studies 
7. Develop national and- industry level case studies in Latin 
America of successful technology transfer mechanisms for teaching and 
promotional purposes. 
8. Conduct market segmentation studies in Latin America to 
identify potential information; clients and their specific needs. 
9. Explore the development of indigenous engineering and 
management consulting activities in Latin America, especially in the 
private sector. 
10. Explore ways of serving the information requirements of an 
industrial receiver past the start-up phase of a technology transfer 
transaction. 
11. Do more market research into, the potential demand in Latin 
America for U.S. information services and. products. 
Broad policy studies 
12. Conduct an inventory of technology transfer mechanisms, 
particularly those designed for small- to medium-scale industry. 
13. Develop 1) basic criteria for evaluating and assessing 
technology transfer mechanisms and 2) channels for communicating the 
results of evaluations and assessments to decision-makers, clients, 
and other interested parties. 
' 14. Analyze and evaluate information joint ventures between the 
U.S. and Latin America to determine types of ventures, types of organiza-
tions involved, costs, impacts, feedback, and implications of potential 
venture combinations. 
15. Evaluate alternative communication technologies between and 
among Latin American and U.S. organizations on such factors as costs, 
impacts, and control. 
16. Compare the agenda items from this conference with the out-
puts of other conferences or meetings concerned with technology transfer 




The general subject "The Use of Industrial Information in Latin 
America" was discussed in groups w^ich coveredthe following eight 
topics: . 
1) Education/Training for Industrial Information Professional 
Development in Latin America; 
2) Institutional Linkages between North American and Latin American 
Industrial Information Organizations; 
3) Technical Assistance in Latin Ameriçan Industrial Information 
Organizations; 
4) Mechanisms for Regional Coopération among Latin American 
Industrial Information Organizations; 
5) Extension of Industrial Information from Latin American 
Industrial Information Organizations to Latin American Industry; 
6) Development of Information on .Sources, of Industrial Information 
for Particular Use in Latin America; 
7) Development of Knowledge about National Markets for Industrial 
Information in Latin America; 
8) Development of Local Public and Political Support for Industrial 
Information in Latin America. 
As might be expected, the discussion groups produced dozens of 
action recommendations and suggested programs and projects to be 
executed at the national and international level. A draft report of 
this October 1975 meeting was circulated to the participants in 
June 1977 by- the Denver Research Institute. It is expected that the 
final report will be used as a basis for the participating countries to 
seek technical and financial support for action from their own govern-
ments and from international sources. Items 2 and 4 of the above list 
are obviously concerned with some form of regional information networks 
in the Western Hemisphere. 
As indicated above, one of the co-sponsors of these conferences 
was the FID/CIA/II. The Information for Industry Section of the Latin 
American Committee of FID is an informal and unofficial group of individuals 




is voluntary and these individuals do not and cannot formally represent 
the institutions they work for or their governments. The "membership" 
based on attendance at two or three meetings may include as many as 
fifty members coming from a dozen or so Latin American countries plus 
the U.S. and Canada. The current President of FID/CLA/II is JosS 
Quevedo, Executive Director, INFOTEC/CONACYT, Mexico. FID/CLA/II and 
the institutions, its members represent informally, could be one basis 
for organizing a Latin American technical information exchange network. 
The OAS "Group of Experts" (in Tech. doc 18, 21 April 1977) outlined 
the objectives of an Inter-American Program of Cooperation in the 
Creation, Adaptation and Transfer of Technology. A major area of regional 
cooperation to support this program is technical information. The OAS 
budget for Special Projects »aider the Mar del Plata Resolution for 
Technical Information and Assistance to Industry was $812 400 in 
1974/1975,$861 000 in 1975/1976 and estimated to be $584 600 for 1976/ 
1977. Other technical information projects of the OAS amount to about 
$300 000 per year. It is anticipated that the OAS General Assembly, 
which met in Grenada in June 1977, might approve a new program in 
science and technology and related information activities. A report on 




III. DISCUSSION OF DEFINITIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS 
A. Schematic, description and discussion.of-information creation, 
publication, distribution and use-supply and demand 
I. Introductory Discussion of Exhibit I: technical 
Information creation, publication, distribution . 
and use-supply and demand 
This schematic, with its seven conponents and eleven lettered connecting 
links, can be called an "information system". As a minimum, an information 
system has two components - the creator of information and the user -
cbmponents 1 and 7. Components 2 through 6 may or may not exist in an 
information system and may or may not be available to creators or users 
of information. In many respects, if a user is not aware of the existence 
of any of the components 1 through:6, they may as well not exist. He 
cannot use what he is not aware of, cannot find or cannot contact. 
Such an information system can be simple or complex, broad or 
narrow in substantive or geographic scope, and used by many people or 
by only a few specialists, depending upon its purpose, clientele, and 
the resources available to support its operation on both the supply and 
demand sides. The system may be formally or informally organized, but 
in either case depends largely on voluntary cooperation for its 
effectiveness given minimum financial resources. 
Several, or many, such information systems may exist in a given 
country. They may be operated by universities, government agencies, 
research institutions, private conqpanies, specialized information service 
organizations or by technical or professional associations. Some will 
be general in nature, such as public, government, and university libraries, 
while others will be specialized, tailored to the needs of an industry, 
profession, discipline, market, material, other specific interest or 
by geographic area. 
When three or more information systems are connected or exchange 
information, either formally or informally, we can say that they form 
an "information network" (bilateral arrangements should hardly be 
/considered 
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considered" "r^pftprks"); Since each information system has between two 
and seven components, any of which may Contact any compohentih the 
other system(s), we can see that combinatorially there are a very large 
number of interconnections or linkages possible within an information 
network. In practice, all of these linkages are used at one time or 
the other, especially on an informal basis. 
When the volume of information exchanged or requests for information 
becomes large, "formal" relationships between information systems may 
become advisable for reasons of convenience, effectiveness, efficiency 
and economy. These formal relationships will not directly involve all 
components of each information/system but usually only the information 
centers and/or switching/referral centers. These in turn forward 
requests for information and the answers to the proper parties within 
their systems. Networks may be local, regional, national or international, 
and may be of a generalized or specialized nature, depending on their 
content, purpose and intended clientele. 
(It mist be pointed out that formal networks or systems are not 
necessary for the transfer of information.. Users may, and do, obtain 
information by whatever means and channels available to them, formal, 
informal, legal or illegal,) 
Formal information systems and networks are created as matters of 
policy, prudence, necessity or demand by public and private organizations, 
institutions, and associations for a variety of cost/benefit/effectiveness 
reasons. But formality is neither necessary or desireable in many 
situations, depending on the magnitude of effective demand for specific 
types of information, the availability of appropriate information and 
delivery systems, and the perceived necessity or mandate for the formal 




2. Description of the seven components and, eleven links In the 
shentatic of technical information creation, publication, 
distribution and use-supply and demand (Exhibit I) 
a) Information Creation Component 
Technical information is created, by individuals in the process 
of solving technical problems. It is usually a by-product, especially 
in industry where problem-solving rather than publication is the primary 
task. Most technical information generated in industry is not in a 
publishable form and in many cases is proprietary for economic and 
marketing reasons. Technical information which may lead to a patent 
is usually highly confidential for obvious reasons. Companies and 
research agencies nay or may not publish technical reports and data, 
or may restrict its distribution to licenses, special categories of 
customers' or associates, or may release it on a contract or fee basis. 
The creation of information may be considered a voluntary action, hence 
not subject to production on conmiand, except in certain academic or 
governmental environments. 
An important category of unpublished information relates to so-
called "appropriate" or "intermediate" technology. Unfortunately, 
much of this information has not, and will not, be reduced.to writing 
as it exists only in practical form, personal skills or "know-how". 
The Identification of this type of information poses special 
problems which are receiving increased attention in both developing and 
developed countries. As it is developed, information on "appropriate 
technology'' is finding its way into the formal literature and information 
systems. 
b) Publication. Public Presentation or Reporting Component 
As indicated above, a piece of technical information, data or patent 
may enter the public domain in several ways - through formal publication 
in a journal, monograph or proceeding, by presentation at a seminar or 
public speech, and/or by being reported on or written up in a journal, 
magazine, newsletter, or on teletype or a TV show, 
/Link A. 
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Link A. The "publication" link. Once published, information may 
be available at son® price, or with no charge. Formal publication of • 
information may be at the discretion-of the creator,, may be a legal 
or academic requirement, or may be. a matter of professionalism, promotion, 
public relations, commercialism, or to satisfy other individual or 
institutional ends. 
Since publication is a discretionary action, some information of 
potential use never appears in public and thus is not indexed, abstracted 
or collected by information centers. For practical public purposes 
this information does not exist. It may be elicited on a personal basis, 
however, in an interview, for example, but this would not necessarily 
constitute "publication", of the information rendering it accessible to 
the public. 
Other information is "restricted" - it exists and may be in 
published form, but it is not made available nor published (except ' 
sometimes for a price) because of legal, competitive, proprietary, 
security, economic, institutional or personal reasons. Access to such -
information presents a variety of issues and problems, as a function 6f 
its specific type, uses and purposes. Since this kind of information 
usually does not enter the public domain, is not available through 
conventional channels and information systems, and would require 
specialized treatment, it is not discussed further herein. WIPO (World 
Intellectual Property Organization) is specifically concerned with this 
problem. . , . 
Link B. The "collection" link. Information, once published, may be 
acquired, catalogued and stored in accessible form in one or more 
"information centers". Whether or not a given piece of published 
information finds its way into an information center or library may again 
be a discretionary matter - by design or by change. The purposes, 
resources and clientele of information centers determine criteria for' 
the kind, and quantity of information they attempt to collect. By design 
an information center will not collect certain kinds of information1 
- by chance, or due to resource limitations, it may fail to find and 





c) Indexing, Abstracting.Services Component 
Many technical items published in the open literature find their 
yay into a variety of indexing and abstracting publications and services, 
including technical journals and trade publications. The criteria for 
inclusion in indexing/abstracting media are quite diverse and the time 
lag between Initial publication, announcement or reporting may take many 
months. 
Link C. The "indexing" link. Much published information is indexed 
and/or abstracted and published in specialized journals, in sections of 
other journals, in newsletters and in other publications, such as the 
Science Citation Index, which indexes cited papers and the published 
sources which cite them, or the Government Reports Announcements of the 
U.S. National Technical Information Service. The U.S. Engineering'Index 
is a monthly publication of some 5 000 abstracts selected from 3 500 journals 
from all over the world. The magnetic tape version of this index is 
called C0MPENDEX. There are several hundred indexing and abstracting 
services available in nearly every field of science and technology.' 
Indexing and abstracting publications are invaluable guides to 
general and specialized information and are the starting point for most 
literature searches. These services and publications are available 
on a fee or subscription basis, to individuals, corporations and institutions, 
public or private, and are in wide use in Latin America. In some 
instances there are restrictions on re-sale or re-distribution of 
publications or services, but these are largely administrative issues that 
can be resolved at the national level to assure user access to necessary 
technical information. 
Link D. This is the same information "collecting" link as B above, 
but refers to the activities of a Specialized Information Center which 
concentrates on a specific technical subject, field, discipline, mission 
or other narrowly defined purpose. Examples include agriculture, food 
technology, electronics, petrochemicals, pollution, environmental control, 
metallurgy, mining, road construction, etc. 
/Links E 
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Links E and G. These links represent the distribution, almost 
always for a price, of indexing and abstracting services and publications 
to information and referral centers. While the cost of some of these 
publications is relatively small - perhaps a hundred dollars a year -
others, such as Chemical Abstracts and computer tape service cost 
thousands of dollars a year, plus mailing costs. 
d) General Information Center Component 
This refers to an institution that collects a rather broad assortment 
of technical information, such as a public, university or a national 
library. The scope of its services may be quite limited although it may 
provide referral and other services such as training in the use of 
information systems. 
e) Specialized Information Center Component 
Ttiis is an institution which is specifically designed to serve a 
well defined set of users. This set may be defined by subject, discipline, 
industry or industry sub-sector, or may be mission oriented, concerned 
with health, education, housing, the environment, communications, etc. 
Major functions performed by Specialized Information Centers include 
the following: 
1) Acquisition of books, documents, audio-visual materials, 
patents, serials, theses, proceedings, patents, data, tapes, microforms 
(film, fiche, aperture cards), etc., according to established criteria. 
2) Systematic identification of acquisitions, including indexing, 
cataloguing, cross-referencing, etc. 
3) Systematic storage of acquisitions to ensure ease of access, 
reproducibility, protection, etc. 
4) Reference and enquiry services - personal, phone, mail, telex, 
automated (batch or on-line). 
5) Literature searches, manual, automated (batch or on-line). 




7) Information analysis: this service is concerned with acquiring, 
selecting, storing, retrieving, evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing 
a body of information and/or data in a clearly defined specialized 
field, or pertaining to a specified mission. This material is then 
compiled, consolidated, digested and repackaged or otherwise organized 
to present pertinent information and/or data in an authoritative, timely 
and useful form to a specified audience. State-of the art reviews are 
one product of information analysis centers, which are staffed by well 
qualified subject specialists. 
8) Current awareness services by mission, subject, discipline, or 
sectorial emphasis. 
9) Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) - based on tailor 
made user profiles. 
10) Collection and dissemination of technical or scientific data. 
11) Translations. 
12) Register of research activities and projects, programmes - past, 
present, planned. 
13) Register of research and consulting organizations and areas 
of con^etence. 
14) Register of researchers and areas of competence. 
15) Technical assistance - diagnosis, trouble shooting, etc. 
16) Reproduction services - documents, fiche, tape, card, etc. 
17) Publications: promotional, accessions, bibliographies, technical 
meetings, reviews, state-or-art reports, indexes (KWIC) etc. 
18) Exchange of publications, national and international. 
19) Inter-library loans, national and international. 
20) Training of information center staff, users, and at all levels 
in the educational system (these are the people who will need and use 
the information system in the future) in the use of information and of , 
information systems. 
The schematic which follows illustrates how a specialized information 




would always have direct access to the various operational centers 
within the information center, members of the Extension Service Staff 
would always be available to supply technical assistance and to ensure 
the best utilization of center's resources and capabilities. It has 
been the experience of technical information systems throughout the 
world, in both advanced and developing countries, that active, aggressive 
and dynamic extension services are absolutely necessary in order for 
the technical information center to succeed. If the technical information 
center is passive, it will be ignored and its expensive resources will 
be under-utilized and wasted. 
Links F, H and I. These links represent the conmunication, not 
of substantive technical information per se, but of descriptions of the 
kinds of information available in information centers and from indexing 
and abstracting services that is used by Switching or Referral Centers. 
This is "information about information". Of course, the referral sections 
of generalized and specialized information centers use similar source 
and directory material. 
f) Switching/Referral Center Component 
The purpose of switching or referral centers is not to solve 
technical problems, but to tell a person where to go, or who to ask, in 
order to obtain the technical information required. The referral center 
will tell a person to contact a specific individual, company, association, 
index, directory, academic or\ research institution, government agency, 
or information center which should have the technical information needed 
or leads thereto. Switching or referral centers primarily contain 
information about sources of technical information and are extremely 
useful if they are available and are well stocked with suitable directories, 
guides to ongoing research and other technical information sources. 
/SCHEMATIC 
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As a minimum they should contain directories and similar guides 
to information sources covering: •' • • • < 
- Products • 
- Prócesses and equipment > 
- Materials 
- Industrial companies, manufacturers¿suppliers, marketers, etc. 
- Technical, trade and proféssional associations, and their membership 
- Technical services and consultants, by subject; industrial 
management, quality control, engineering, cost analysis, materials 
handling, product and process design,:operations research, marketing, 
training, packaging, etc. 
; - Directories of publications, periodicals, technical meetings, 
information centers, indexing and abstracting services, etc. 
- Government directories and organisation manuals. ^ 
g) Information Requestor/User Component 
This component represents the demand for technical information. The 
requester/user is an individual who represents himself (as a student, 
researcher, teacher or investor) or represents a company, laboratory, 
university, government agency or other institution. The requestor/user 
may be well trained or unsophisticated in his field, and may have little 
or notch experience in the effective use of technical information systems. 
These characteristics of the user are important in creating effective 
demand for information services and can strongly influence the development 
of useful and responsive information systems. 
Link J. Links A through I, and the components they connect, describe 
the supply side of information creation, publication, distribution and 
availability. Link J is the channel which, hopefully, will connect a 
user with the information he needs to solve a specific technical problem. 
It is important to note that Link J has six possible alternative routes 




The user/requestor can go directly to the creator of the desired 
information, if he knows who and where he is and how to reach him - by 
phone, mail, or personal contact. One advantage of this'direct approach 
is that the information may be clarified, modified or expanded during 
the contact, and also unpublished, and sometimeis, restricted information 
may also be obtained this way. Contacts by the user/requestor with any 
or all of,the five other sources of information follow customary "question 
and answer" procedures, assuming these sources exist, are readily 
available, and potentially contain the kind of technical information 
desired. 
Link K. Same as J except it is the channel through six possible 
alternative routes to obtain the desired information from international 
sources. 




B. Types of Technical Information Networks, ... r 
A useful typology of information systems and networks was developed by -
David Listón and Mary Schoene of Battelle. Colombus Laboratories and 
presented in their May 1971 report to the OAS "Elementos Básicos de la 
Planificación y Concepción de los Sistemas de Información Regional" 
(see Exhibit II). 
They. posit four principal alternative forms for information 
organizations: the monolith, the "free-form" network, the coordinated 
,network; and the agglomerated network (which may be free-form or coordinated). 
The monolith (Item a. in Exhibit II) is a system designed to 
satisfy the information needs of a specific group of users. It contains 
all the components and functions portrayed in Exhibit I: Technical 
Information creation, publication, distribution and use-supply and demand, 
with emphasis on the?role of the Specialized Information Center. 
The "free-form" network (Item b. in Exhibit II) illustrates the 
informal linking of information systems by all possible connections. 
Item c. in Exhibit II presents a "coordinated network" involving a central 
information function of some kind connecting the components of the network. 
As shown in Exhibit II, agglomerated networks may be either 
"free-form" or coordinated. The former W o u l d be informal whereas the 
latter would be formally coordinated by agreement, cbnvention ot legislation. 
International networks take these latter two forms. 
While Item a. in Exhibit II, the monolith, is essentially equivalent 
to the information system presented in Exhibit I with its seven con^onents, 
ambiguity and confusion arises when one considers what the small circles 
or nodes in Items b, c, d, and e may represent. Depending on the emphasis 
of a particular discussion, the nodes in the items can represent any one 
of the seven components in Exhibit I. In other words, Items b, c, d and e 
can be networks: only of users; only of information creators - individuals, 
institutions, corporations; only of indexing services; only of information 
centers; or only of switching referral centers. "Networks" of these 
kinds exist - as professional associations, national information systems, 




Items b, c, d and e of Exhibit II can also represent combinations 
of different coroporients from Exhibit I. ; For example, in Item b, each 
of the six nodes, could be a different information systemcopiponent 
related in a "free-form" fashion. Item c could represent six Specialized 
Information Centers as the peripheral nodes, each connected to a 
Switching/Referral Center in the middle. In this case, the peripheral 
Information Centers could all be within one country or in different countries. 
The five items in Exhibit II present the universe of network forms 
- but the nature and contents of each node with their diverse combinatorial 
possibilities expand this universe greatly. 
In practice, "free-form" unorganized "networks" exist whenever 
three or more individuals, institutions or other kind of organization 
communicate with each other. The "invisible colleges" of academic, 
professional and technical peers who regularly exchange ideas and 
information nationally and internationally Is a common example of a 
"free-form" network. The membership of associations of all kinds also 
constitute a "free-form network". These are significant because they 
arise naturally from a common interest, often develop into more formal 
information systems, the American Chemical Society and its Chemical 
Abstracts for example, and also provide the basis, later, for more 
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C. Some Comments and Questions on "International Networks" 
What is. the United Nations referring to when it uses the phrase 
"international networks"? Since the United Nations wants to involve all 
sources of information and all users on a voluntary, cooperative basis, 
it must be referring to all possible kinds of networks and cannot 
exclude any formal, informal, free-form or what have you. (UN ECOSOC 
Report E/5839, 14 June 1976, paragraph 76 b.) 
The guidelines for information system and network development are 
provided for by identifying the demand of a specific set of users for 
specific sets of technical information from more or less specific sets 
of sources, and then designing, organizing and/or coordinating a system 
to supply and deliver that information. If some sources are international, 
then you have an "international" system or "network". 
It would seem that the phrase "international network is being 
used as a substitute for the phrase "information service". 
If an "information service" has been collecting information on 
information and making it available to requestors on an international 
confusion rather than clarity.. UNIDO has been providing technical 
information services for years. What is gained by calling it a "network"? 
What could "international information networks" consist of? They 
could consist of sets of components from Exhibit I. 
Many such sets exist today. They are international publishing firms, 
international indexing and abstracting companies, computer based information 
supply systems, and a variety of international associations and organizations 
that publish technical information. Each of these has components operating 
in, several countries and therefore can be considered "international 
.x" ! Set of users 
Sets of information I 
Sets of sources: national 
and international 
scale, is one justified in calling this service a "network"? This adds 
networks' it /But the 
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But the United Nations is seeking something else. I believe what the 
United Nations is looking for in its approach to "international information 
networks" are sets of national Specialized Information Centers or sets of 
national Switching Referral Centers organized on a coordinated basis as 
illustrated in Itans c) and e) of Exhibit II. 
Specialized Information 
Center Country A 
Specialized Information 
Center Country B 
jInternational 1 
j Switching ! 
I Center ! 
¿-r \ 
! Specialized Information 
! Center Country D 
Specialized Information 















(Section III. D. which follows presents an outline for the 
Design of International Technical Information Networks (ITIN). This 
outline may be useful in further discussions of issues and problems in 




What questions or requests would we not ask of a network? 
We would riot ask an.international network for information that 
was available nationally - we would always exhaust national information • • 
resources before going outside. 
(The existence of a useful and responsive international network 
should not be used as a substitute for, or as an excuse not to develop, 
national information systenis and networks,) 
We vtould not ask an international network for information that 
was available directly from a known source, i.e. for a specific 
document, bibliography, state of the cost study, etc., available from 
a publisher, reprint service, lending library, or other kind of 
information-Center or service. 
; . (The less developed, equipped and experienced a national information 
center is, 'the more likely it is to ask a network this kind of question.) 
What kind of questions should one ask of a network? 
- For a copy of a specific document, publication, book, patent, etc. 
giving the complete citation (title, author, publication name, issue, 
number, date, page numbers, etc.). (It is assumed that this information 
is not available in the questioner's network or country, which fact he 
has verified, and that it is not available directly from other sources.) 
- For suggested sources of information (documents, companies, 
research institutions, etc.) in order to answer a very specific technical 
question^ If the question is broad, vague or non-specific, it may not 
be responded to, or will generate too much documentation which may be 
too expensive to send out and may require entirely too much time and 
expense to analyze, if it is received. 
- The network could be asked to contact a specific type of company 
or research institution to obtain the answer (or leads) to a very 
specific technical question. In this instance, the questioner has <a Very 
good idea; as. to the type of organization that is doing relevant production 
or technical research/development work and is likely to have the kind 
of information sought. 
- The network could be asked if there were any recent literature 
searches or bibliographies, or state-of-the-act studies available on a 
specific subject. 
'-'•••'••'-- /A formal 
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A formal network is the "court of lost resort" - the place whére 
one would go only after exhausting all other possible sources of the 
desired information. 
The international network is therefore a form of "super switching/ 
referral center". 
It would not contain the reference material and directories common 
to national switching/referral centers,, for this would be wasteful 
redundancy. 
What it would, or should contain then is the very newest, freshest 
Information on information that could be of use to its members. While 
this kind of information would sooner or later find its way into national 
information and switching/referral centers, the network's "super switching 
referral center" would attempt to capture this information as quickly as 
possible after its creation. In practice, this would only happen if its 
members voluntarily sent such information to the network headquarters 
immediately after it is published or announced. The network headquarter 
would then pass it on to the other members. 
In a very real sense, such a network headquarters would rarely be 
asked for information because its members would receive new information 
continuously and be kept up-to-date, except for the lag and delay of the 
mail. This assumes telecommunications to be too expensive initially -
later, if demand and volume warranted it, and resources were available, 
a variety of telecommunication links cotild be considered. 
As a matter of fact, there are a handful of documentation, library 
and information journals that perform this function on a regular basis. 
They routinely announce and/or review reference material, sources and 
programs that supply or create new information in all fields of human 
endeavor. It is the responsibility of information center to obtain 
this material, carefully review it, and advise their clientele of its 
existence and availability. 
/D. An Outline 
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D. An Outline for the Design of International Technical Information 
• " Networks (ITDÓ 
li Organization of the ITIN Task Force 
a) ITIN Steering Committee 
To oversee and guide the planning, development, coordination and 
implementation of ITIN activities, a high level, broadly based Inter-
national ITIN Steering Committee should be established. The Committee 
will represent the countries and the major groups of users, public and 
private, as well as the institutions and agencies, that will be concerned 
with the supply of STI (scientific and technical information) from 
national and international sources, with its dissemination, and with the 
administration of ITIN operations. The ITIN Steering Committee will: 
1) define the scope, purposes, goals, and major policies of the 
ITIN Development Program; 
2) arrange for required institutional, personnel, material and 
financial support; and 
3) monitor and evaluate the progress of the ITIN Development : 
Program. • • i; 
b) Responsible ITIN Agency 
The ITIN Steering Committee will select òr create, and appropria tie 
organization that will be responsible for the design and execution of 
ITIN Development Program; The Steering Committee will assure the 
availability of necessary resources and authority to the responsible 
agency that are fully commensurate with the assigned responsibilities. 
c) Responsible ITIN Agent 
The responsible ITIN agency will designate, or employ, a weil 
qualified, dedicated, highly motivated, experienced manager who will 
be personally accountable for planning^ developing and implementing the 




and operation of STI systems and networks are more often institutional 
and behavioural rather than technical, an important personal character-
istic of the Responsible Agent is demonstrated human relation skills. 
d) ITIN Consultants 
The Responsible Agent should be authorized to employ the services 
of qualified STI and network contultants tp assist in any aspect of 
ITIN activities. 
2. Suggested Plan for the ITIN Development Program 
The plan for the ITIN Development Program can be divided into six phases: 
1) Organization of the ITIN task force, 
2) Selection of sector(s) for ITIN development, 
3) Design of ITIN network(s), 
4) Development and installation of rietwork(s), 
5) Start-up and operation of network(s), 
6) Evaluation and modification of network(s). 
The spécifie content of each phase will be dependent upon the actual 
state and conditions of national STI and network situations: 
a) at international, national, regional and local levels; 
b) within and between the public and private institutions 
concerned with STI and its supply; and 
c) as a function of the stage of maturity of effective demand for 
STI and network services by various user groups, the degree of user 
satisfaction, and relevant cost/effectiveness considerations. 
3. Phase 1: Organization of the ITIN Task Force 
a) Tasks to be accomplished for and by the ITIN Steering Committee: 
Identify appropriate institutions, public and private as well 
as individuals, who should be considered as members of the ITIN Steering 
Committee. Substantive rather than formal, participation is a necessity 




ii) Select the ITIN Steering Committee and obtain necessary 
government and institutional-agreements and approvals.. The Responsible 
Agency should,be „represented on the Steering Committee. 
iii) Convene working meetings of the ITIN Steering Commit tee. in 
order to: 
1) Organize the.Conmltt.ee;. 
Define the scope, purpose, goals, timing and major policies 
of the ITIN Development Program, with special emphasis on the coordination 
of existing STI institutions, programs and operations (this, activity 
should include the participation of the Responsible Agency); .  
3) Arrange fpr necessary institutional, personnel, material 
and financial 9upport; 
4) Selector create a Responsible ITIN Agency that will be 
responsible for the design and execution of the ITIN Development Program; 
Assure the availability of necessary resources and 
authority to the Responsible Agency that are fully commensurate with 
the scopes and nature of the ITIN Development Program; 
6) Communicate the formal statement and description of the 
ITIN Development Program to the Responsible Agency, and the Responsible 
Agent (if he has been selected), for action. 
^ Schedule periodic review meetings, and written progress re 
report due dates, with the Responsible Agency. It is to be understood 
that the ITIN Steering Committee, and/or designated sub-committees, will 
be available for ad-hoc meetings whenever necessary. 
iv) Monitor and evaluate the progress of the ITIN Development Program. 
b) Tasks to be accomplished by the Responsible Agency: 
Participate in the meetings^ of the Steering Committee which 
define the scope, purpose, goals, timing and major policies of the 
ITIN Development Program; 
ii) Organize Agency resources, internal as well as those made 





ill) Appoint a well qualified, experienced manager, the Responsible 
Agent, who will be personally accountable for planning, developing and 
implementing the1ITIN Development Program; 
iv) Provide administrative, technical and intellectual support 
to the Responsible Agent, Including use of consultants as required; 
v ) Collaborate with the Responsible Agent in preparing working 
plans and reporting schedules consistent with ITIN Development Programs 
and policies as defined by the ITIN Steering Cotisait tee, 
vi) Monitor and evaluate the progress of the Responsible Agent and 
make periodic reports to the ITIN Steering Committee. 
c) Tasks to be accomplished by the Responsible Agent: 
i) Prepare a working plan and reporting schedule consistent with 
the resources available and with the ITIN Development Program and 
policies as stated by the ITIN Steering Committee. The plan may Include 
the use of Agency Staff, international.and national government personnel, 
and consultants. The plan is to be spproved by the Responsible Agency and 
the ITIN Steering Committee. 
Execute the approved working plan and reporting schedule. The 
Working plan will provide for: 
1) Utilization of prior studies of networks and national 
STI Situations 
2) Determination of current status of international net-
works and of national STI recources and systems; 
3) Selection of sector(s) for ITIN development; 
4) Design of ITIN system(s); 
5) Development and installation of ITIN system(s) 
6) Start-up and operation of ITIN system(s) 
7) Evaluation and modification of ITIN system(s), and 
will include 
8) Cost and time estimates (budgets and schedules). 
/4. Phase 2: 
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4. Phase 2: Selection of Sector(s) for ITIN Development 
(As indicated in Section 2 above, the specific content of each phase is 
dependent upon the actual state and conditions of national STI and net-
work situations: 
a) At international, national, regional and local levels; 
b) Within and between the public and private institutions concerned 
with STI and its supply; and 
c) As a function of the stage of maturity of effective demand for 
STI and network services by various user groups, the degree of user 
satisfaction, and relevant cost/effectiveness considerations. 
This phase has five steps: 
i) Examination and utilization of prior studies of the ITIN 
situation; 
ii) Determination of the current states of national and 
international STI resources and systems; 
iii) Identification of basic ITIN services to be provided; 
iv) Development of criteria for evaluating existing and 
potential needs, wants, costs, effectiveness, benefits, etc., of various 
national scientific, industrial, institutional or commercial sectors for 
ITIN services. These criteria will be developed in collaboration with the 
Responsible Agency, existing national and international STI institutions, 
and user groups; 
v) Application of these criteria to select one or more sectors 
for which to design an ITIN system(s). The sector(s) selected,may be 
oriented by mission (health, housing, environment, communication, etc.) or 
by subject, discipline, industry, depending on real user needs, potential 
benefits, costs, relative ease of implementation, and other criteria. An 
illustrative classification of 178 sectors follows. This phase may take 
anywhere from two to six months, depending on the current STI and network 
situation, amount of relevant prior work and information readily available, 
travel required, availability of personnel and material to be consulted, 
etc. The sector(s) selected for network design and development will be 
approved by the Responsible Agency and the ITIN Steering Committee 




Illustrative Classification of Possible ITIN Sectors 
01 Aeronautics 
*o? os ; • " '•" ' ••'• ! - ' 
01 0 2 Aeronaut i cs . ; 
01 03 Aircraft 
OS 04 Aircraft flight instrumentation 
01 05 A ir facilities , 
02 Agriculture 
02 01 Agricultural chemistry 
02 0 2 Agricultural e c o n o m i c s 
0 2 03 Agricultural engineering 
0 2 04 A g r o n o m y and horticulture 
02 05 Animai husbandry 
02 0 6 Forestry 
03 A s t r o n o m y and astrophysics 
0 3 01 A s t r o n o m y 
03 02 Astrophys i cs 
03 03 Celestial mechanics 
04 Atmospher i c sc iences 
04 01 Atmospher i c physics 
04 02 M e t e o r o l o g y 
05 Behavioral and social s c iences 
07 
08 
05 0 ! 
•05 02 
05 0 3 
05 04 
05 05 
0 5 06 
05 07 
» 0 5 08 
05 09 
*05 ¡ 0 
05 i l 
Administration and management 
Information sc iences 
E c o n o m i c s 
History, law, and political sc ience 
Human factors engineering 
Humanities 
Linguistics 
Personnel select ion, training, and 
evaluation 
Psycho logy "•••• 
S o c i o l o g y 
09 
06 Biological and medical sc iences 
, 06 01 Biochemistry 
06 02 Bioengineering 
, 06 03 Biology 
06 04 Bionics 
0 6 05 Clinical medicine 
06 0 6 Environmental b io logy 
06 07 Escape , rescue, and survival 
8.6 08 'Food 
06 09 Hygiene and sanitation 
"06 10 
06 I ! Life support 
*06 12 Medical equipment and supplies 
06 13 Microb io l ogy 
06 14 Personnel selection and 
maintenance (medical ) 
0 6 15 Pharmacology 
0 6 f6 Physiology 
0 6 17 Protective equipment 
06 18 Radiob io logy 
0 6 19 Stress physio logy 
06 2 0 T o x i c o l o g y 
0 6 2 ! Weapon effects 
Chemistry 
07 OS Chemical engineering 
07 0 2 Inorganic chemistry . 
07 03 Organic chemistry 
" 0 7 0 4 Physical and genera! chemistry 
07 05 Radio and radiation chemistry 
Earth sc iences and oceanography 
08 01 Biological oceanography 1 
OS 0 2 Cartography 
08 03 Dynamic oceanography 
08 0 4 Geochemis t ry 
08 05 G e o d e s y 
08 0 6 Geography 
08 07 G e o l o g y and mineralogy 
08 08 Hydro logy and l imnology 






10 Physical oceanography 
I I Se ismology 
12 S n o w , ice and permafrost 
13 Soil mechanics 
14 Geomagnet ism 
Electronics and electrical engineering 
09 01 Components , 
09 0 2 Computers 
09 03 Electronic and electrical engineering 
09 04 Information theory 
09 0 5 Subsystems 
09 0 6 Telemetry 
* 1 0 Nonpropuls ive energy convers ion 
10 0 ! Convers ion techniques 
; . 10 Q2 Power sources 
10 0 3 Energy storage 
11 Materials " 
1 1 0 1 Adhcs ives and seals 
- ' 11 0 2 Ceramics , refractories, and glasses 
11 03 Coatings, coiorants, and finishes 
|! 04 Compos i te materials 
11 05 Fibers and textiles 
* 11 06 Metals 
11 07 Miscel laneous materials 
11 0 8 Otis, lubricants, and hydraulic fluids 
11 09 Plastics 
/II 10 lubbers 
II 10 Rubbers 
11 If Solvents, c leaners, ami aorasives 
I i 12 W o o d and paper products 
* 1! 13 Corros ion and degradation 
12 Mathematical sc iences 
12 01 Mathematics and statistics 
12 02 Operations research 
13 Mechanical , industrial, civil , and 
marine engineering 
S3 0 ! Air conditioning, heating, lighting, 
and ventilating 
S3 02 Civil engineering 
S3 03 Construction equipment, materials, 
and supplies 
13 04 Containers and packaging 
13 05 Couplings, fasteners, and joints 
13 06 Ground transportation equipment 
S3 07 Hydraulic and pneumatic equipment 
13 08 industrial processes 
*13 09 Machinery, tools , and industrial 
equipment 
13 10 Marine engineering 
13 11' Pumps, /iiters, pipes, tubing, 
and valves 
13 12 Safety engineering 
13 13 Structural engineer ing 
14 Methods and equipment 
14 01 Cost e f fect iveness 
14 02 Laboratories, test facilities, and 
test equipment 
14 03 Recording dev ices 
14 04 Reliability 
14 05 Reprography 
® 14 06 Research 
* 14 07 General c oncepts 
* 14 08 
* 14 09 Geometr i c f o rms 
15 Military sc iences 
15 01 Ant i submar ine warfare 
* 15 02 Chemical , biological , and radiological 
operations 
¡ 5 03 Defense 
15 04 Inte l l igence 
15 05 Logistics 
15 06 Nuclear warfare 
15 07 Operations, strategy, and tactics 
® 6 Missile technology 
16 01 Missile launching and ground support 
16 02 Missile trajectories 
16 03 Missile warheads and fuzes 
16 0 4 Missiles 
17 Navigation, communicat ions , detection, and 
c o u n t e r m e a s u r e s 
17 0 1 A c o u s t i c de tec t ion 
17 02 Communicat ions 
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17 03 Direction finding 
17 04 Electromagnetic and acoust ic 
countermeasures 
17 05 Infrared and ultraviolet detect ion 
i ? 06 Magnetic detect ion 
¡7 07 Navigation and guidance 
17 08 Optical detect ion 
17 09 Radar detect ion 
17 10 Seismic detection 
* 17 11 Miscel laneous detect ion 
18 Nuclear sc ience and technology 
*18 01 
18 02 Isotopes 
18 03 Nuclear explos ions 
IS 04 Nuclear instrumentation 
* 18 05 
18 06 Radiation shielding and protect ion 
18 07 Radioactive wastes and fission 
products 
18 08 Radioactivity 
* 18 09 Reactor technology 
IE ID Reactor materials 
18 1 i Reactor physics 
* 18 12 
* Î 8 13 
•18 14 
19 Ordnance 
* ! 9 01 Ammunit ion , explos ives , and 
pyrotechnics 
19 02 Bombs 
19 03 Combat vehicles 
19 04 Explosions , ballistics, and armor 
19 05 Fire control and bombing systems 
19 0 6 G u n s 
19 07 Rockets 
¡ 9 08 Underwater ordnance 
20 Physics 
20 01 Acous t i c s 
20 02 Crystallography 
20 03 Electricity and magnetism 
20 0 4 Fluid mechanics 
20 05 Masers and lasers 
20 0 6 Opt i cs 
20 07 Particle accelerators 
" 2 0 08 Particle physics and nuclear reactions 
20 09 Plasma physics 
' 2 0 10 Quantum theory and relativity 
" 2 0 11 Mechanics 
20 12 Solid state physics 
20 ! 3 T h e r m o d y n a m i c s 
20 14 Wave propagation 
*21 Propulsion, engines, and fuels 
*21 01 
21 02 Combust ion and ignition 
2 } 03 Electric propulsion 
21 04 Fuels 
21 05 Jet and gas iurbifte engines 
/21 06 _ Nuclear 
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2 ! 0 6 Nuclear propulsion 
21 07 Reciprocating engines 
•21 08 Rocket engines 
21 09 Rocke t propellants 
•21 10 Engine components 
* 2 ! H General engine concepts 
*21 12 Genera! propulsion concepts 
Space technology 
22 01 Astronautics 
2 2 0 2 S p a c e c r a f t 
22 0 3 S p a c e c r a f t t ra jector ies and reentry 
2 2 0 4 Spacecraft launch v e h i c l e s a n d 
ground support 
"Indicates where changes were made to the present COS AT I 
Subject Category List. 
T h e 2 2 S u b j e c t C a t e g o r y F i e l d s a n d 1 7 S G r o u p s l i s t e d a b o v e w a s p r e p a r e d b y 
t h e C o m m i t t e e o n S c i e n t i f i c a n d T e c h n i c a l I n f o r m a t i o n ( C 0 S A T I ) o f t h e 
F e d e r a l C o u n c i l o f S c i e n c e s a n d T e c h n o l o g y t o i n d e x r e s e a r c h a n d d e v e l o p m e n t 
p r o j e c t s a n d r e p o r t s s u p p o r t e d b y t h e U . S . G o v e r n m e n t . T h e i n d e x i s 
complemented by the T h e s a u r u s of E n g i n e e r i n g , and S c i e n t i f i c Terns ( T E S T ) 
which i n c l u d e s o v e r 23 0 0 0 m a i n e n t r i e s c o v e r i n g a l l a r e a s o f s c i e n c e a n d 
t e c h n o l o g y . ( T E S T i s p u b l i s h e d b y t h e E n g i n e e r s J o i n t C o u n c i l , New Y o r k ) . 
T h e TEST v o c a b u l a r y i s u s e d b y the N a t i o n a l T e c h n i c a l I n f o r m a t i o n S e r v i c e 
( N T I S ) o f t h e D e p a r t m e n t o f C o m m e r c e i n r e p o r t i n g a n d i n d e x i n g U . S . 
G o v e r n m e n t r e s e a r c h . N T I S h a s a c o l l e c t i o n o f o v e r 7 5 0 0 0 0 d o c u m e n t s t o 
w h i c h m o r e t h a n 6 0 0 0 0 reports a r e a d d e d e v e r y y e a r . 
/ 5 0 B f a a s ® 
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5. :j?hase 3;, Design of ITIN System(s) 
a) The contents of this phase will be determined by the findings and 
selections made in Phase 2: Selection of sector(s) for ITIN development. 
The potential ITIN users within the selected sector(s) may be widely or 
narrowly dispersed geographically; may have a broad or narrow range of 
technological knowledge; may require extensive training in ITIN utilization; 
may need simple or complex technical assistance; may need many translations 
from several languages, etc. Thus the character of "profile" of the 
selected user groups and countries, as well as the state of development 
of, and degree of satisfaction with existing ITIN services to those 
countries and groups, will establish the design parameters for the ITIN 
supply system. 
b) The ITIN system design phase has three major steps: 
1) Survey ITIN and technical assistance needs (in terms of 
the basic ITIN serviced to be provided), short and long range, of the 
selected countries and user group(s) and ascertain what needs are (not) 
being met and to what degree they are considered satisfactory. This survey 
establishes estimates of ITIN system demand. 
The survey may take three to six months, depending on the size, 
location and sophistication of the users, and on the scope, frequency, 
complexity and depth of ITIN services desired. 
2) Determine the scope, content, and estimated cost of ITIN 
resources needed to supply and satisfy estimated country and user demands 
for each of the ITIN basic services, information materials (directories, 
guides, abstracts, subscriptions, tapes, etc.), equipment, number and 
qualifications of necessary staff, training, mail and communication 
costs, etc. This step will take 1 to 2 months and overlaps 1) above. 
3) Prepare an ITIN organization plan which systematically 
structures the resources identified in 2) above. This plan will include 
a development schedule for procurement, staffing and training and an 
estimated budget for the first five years of operations. Possible cost 
sharing modes and sources of funds will be identified. This step will 
take one month. 
/6. Phase 4; 
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6. Phase 4: Development}: .and Installation of Network(s) 
This phase will follow the plan laid out in the Design Phase 3. The 
duration of this phase cannot be determined a priori as it is a function 
of the scope, nature and content of the ITIN system design itself, 
including procurement, staffing and training lead-times. 
7. Phase 5; Start-up and Operation of NetworW(s) 
Since this phase begins at the end of Phase 4, its timing will be 
determined by Phase 4, and cannot be established a priori. 
8. Phase 6: Evaluate and Modify Network(s) 
a) During the course of Phases 3, 4 and 5, the ITIN Development Program 
will be monitored by the ITIN Steering Committee and the Responsible 
Agency on a periodic basis, in addition to their review of the scheduled 
reports submitted by the Responsible Agent. 
b) At specific times scheduled by the Responsible Agency, foxmal 
reviews and evaluations of the operation of the Network(s) will be 
conducted. These could be initially on a quarterly basis. Recommenda-
tions from all concerned, especially from the participating countries and 
user groups, should be promptly executed by the Responsible Agent or 
Agency. 
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E x h i b i t I 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION C R E A T I O N , P U B L I C A T I O N , 
S U P P L Y 
! 1 
' U N P U B L I S H E D I INFORMATION 
! INFORMATION f , CREATION 
I N D I V I D U A L , 
1 R E S T R I C T E D ! CORPORATION, 






r~~ H — 
A 
P U B L I C A T I O N , 
P U B L I C 
P R E S E N T A T I O N 
OR REPORTING 
JS_ 
I N D E X I N G , 
A B S T R A C T I N G 
S E R V I C E S 
F 
S W I T C H I N G / 
R E F E R R A L 
CENTER 
L e v e l s o f s u p p l y ( s o u r c e s ) 
o f i n f o r m a t i o n 
I . P R I M A R Y 
I I . SECONDARY 
D 
ü # 
I I I . T E R T I A R Y 
( i n c l u d e s i n f o r -
m a t i o n a b o u t - i n f p . 
l e v e l s I a n d I I ) 




I V . QUARTENARY 
( i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t 
l e v e l s I , I I a n d 
.III) 
DEMAND 
N a t i o n a l 




U S E R 
K . I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
s o u r c e s 
H a s s i x t y p e s o f s o u r c e s o f i n f o r m a -






E x h i b i t I I 
a. Monolito b. Libre no-organizada c. Coordinada 
Redes Bás icas 
do Libre no-organizada 
e . C o o r d i n a d a 
Redes Aglomeradas 
FIGURA 8. . ORGANIZACION DE REDES 
Fuente: OEA, Elementos Básicos de la Planificación y Concepción de los Sistemas 
de Información Regional, Hayo de 1971. 
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Armex A 
PERSONS INTERVIEWED, JUNE 14-28, 1977, MEXICO, D.F. 
INFOTEC-CONACYT José Quevedo Procel 
Apartado Postal 19-194 Director Ejecutivb 




Gerente de Información Interna 
Ricardo Martínez Montes de Oca 
Consejero Técnico 
SECOBI-CONACYT 
Barranca del Muerto 310, Piso 3 
México, D.F. 
Jorge Cepeda 
Coordinador del Servicio de 
Información Tecnológica 
Manuel Serdán Aívarez 
Consejero Técnico 
Alberto García 
Servicio de Información Interna 
Carmen Castañedas 
Jefe del Departamento de Promoción 
y Servicios 
CONACYT 
Insurgentes Sur 1814, Piso 9 
México 20, D.F. 
Centro Nacional de Información 
y Documentación en Salud 
Secretaria de Salubridad y 
Asistencia 
Liverpool 54, Piso 3 
México 6, D.F, 
Guadalupe Carrión 
Coordinadora de la Dirección de 
Información y Documentación 
Francisco Bulnes 1 
Director Técnico, Investigación 
y Docencia 
Agustín Flandes C. 
Director Técnico de Información y 
Documentación 
UNIDO Edward Martindale 






Instituto Nacional de 
Investigaciones Agrarias 
Instituto de Investigaciones 
Eléctricas 
Apartado Postal 5-849 
México 5, D.F. 
Pablo Velasquez 
Library Director 
Guillermo Fernández de la Garza 
Director Ejecutivo 
(Formerly Director at CONACYT) 
Denver Research Institute 
University of Denver 
Denver, Colorado 80210 
U.S.A. 
Centro de Información Científica 
Theodore W. Schlie 
Research Economist 
Office of International Programs 
Armando Sandoval 
UNAM 
México 20, D.F. 
International Development John Woolston 
Research Centre 






A. United Nations 
1. Science and Technology: The Establishment of a Network for the 
Exchange of Technological Information. ECOSOC, É/5839, 14 June 
1976. 
2. Report on the Fourth Session of the Interagency Task Force on 
Information Exchange and Transfer of Technology (New York, 
14-18 February 1977); CO-ORDINATION/R.1207, 23 February 1977. 
3. Institutional Arrangements in the Field of the Transfer of 
Technology, Establishment of a Network for the Exchange of 
Technological Information; ECOSOC, E/6002, 24 May 1977. 
4. Organization and Operation of a Subregional Network of Industrial 
Information, UNIDO, TS/GUA/76/001, Draft Report by E. Martindale, 
20 November-18 December 1976. 
5. ECLA, Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee, First 
Session, La Havana Cuba, 31 October-4 November 1975, Draft Report. 
E/CEPAL/CDCC/8/Rev.l, 1 December 1975. 
6. CEPAL, Oficina de Puerto España, Comité de Desarrollo y Cooperación 
del Caribe. Segundo Perlodo de Sesiones, Santo Domingo, República 
Dominicana, 16-22 de mayo de 1977. E/CEPAL/CDCC/10/Add.l, 11 de 
febrero de 1977. 
B. Organization of American States 
7. introduction to a Discussion of the Creation of a Technological Bank 
and of a Center for Diffusion. Depártment of Scientific Affairs, 
Unit of Technological Development. Pierre Gonod. 10 November 1969. 
8. Eimentos Básicos de la Planificación y Concepción de los Sistemas 
de Información Regional. Department of Scientific Affairs. 
David M. Listón Jr. and Mary L> Schóéne, Battelle Colombus Labora-
tories, Co lombus, Ohio, May 1971. 
9. Information Technology Applied by OAS to Developing an Inter-American 
Network for Transmitting Bibliographic Information.. OAS Library 
and Archives Development Program, Marietta Daniels Shephard, Chief, 
15 June 1976. Paper submitted to the 38th FID World Congress, 




10. Proyectos Especiales Cuenta Mar del Plata, Programa Regional de 
Desarrollo Científico y Tecnológico, Programación 1974-1975; 
1975-1976; 1976-1977. Department of Scientific Affairs, 
Washington, D.C., Marzo de 1977. 
11. Document on Possible Characteristics and Approaches of a Technologi-
cal Cooperation Program in the Hemisphere; Meeting of the Follow-
Up Committee of the Working Group of Government Experts on 
Technological Development. April 20-21, 1977, Washington, D.C., 
0EA/Ser.T)I; TECH/doc.18, 21 April 1977. 
12. Five articles from the April-June 1975 issue of OAS quarterly 
Ciencia-Inter américana: 
- Proyectos Multinacionales» Acción de la OEA en el área de la 
información técnica (unsigned). 
- Desarrollo e Información Científica y Técnica (unsigned 
editorial). 
- Opciones para el Desarrollo de las Unictades de Información y 
Documentación Científicotecnológica de América Latina. 
María Angélica Moreno A. Enríquez, Comité de Investigaciones 
Tecnológica^, INTEC-CORFO, Chile. 
- Considerations Relating to the Promotion of Industrial 
Information Services in Developing Countries of Latin America. 
J. Chandler and G. Kirouac, Technical Information Service, 
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa. 
- Aporte de INFOTEC-CONACYT al Desarrollo Socioeconómico de 
México. José Quevedo Procel, Director Ejecutivo, Información 
Técnica, CONACYT, México. 
C. Other documents 
13. Constraints on the International Flow of Information in Latin 
America. Pierre Gonod and James E. Beverly, Program for Technology 
Transfer,. OAS, Washington, D.C. Paper presented ,at the Annual 
Meeting of the American Society for Information Sfcierice, . 
Washington, D. C.", October 1972.' 1 
14. A Brief Guide to Sources of Scientific and Technological Informa-
tion. Saul Horner, Information Resources Press, 
Washington, D. JC. , 1969.. : 
15. Library and Information Needs,of Scientists and Technologists. 
William Paisley, Institute for Communication Research, Stanford 
University; from Library and Information Needs of the Nation, 




Scientific and Technical Information S rviees in Eight Latin 
American Countries. Draft Report to the Office of Science 
Information Service, U.S. Nations Science Foundation. HSF Project 
Grant SIS 75-14767. Scott Adams, Urban Studies Center, University 
of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky, December 1975. 
17. An Approach to the Design of Scientific and Technical (STZ) Systems. 
Unpublished paper by James E. Beverly, Washington, D.C., Septan-
bar 1975. 
18. Seminar on Industrial Information, 1-2 October 1976, Mexico City. 
Draft Report. Theodore W. Schlie, Ruth M. Katz, and Virginia 
Coyle, Denver Research Institute, Denver, Colorado, June 1977. 
19. RITLA (Latin American Technical Information Network) Proposición de 
un Marco Estructural. Draft Report for SEIA. Guillermo Fernandez 
de la Garza, Director Ejecutivo, Instituto de Investigaciones 
Eléctricas, México, D.F., June 1977. 
D. Organizational Documents and Publications 
20. CENIDS (Centro Nacional de Información y Documentación en Salud). 
México, D.F. 
- Organization Chart 
- 4 page description of services, resources and data bases. 
21. INFOTEC-CONACYT (Mexican Information Service for Industry, 
National Council of Science and Technology), Mexico, D.F. 
- Organization Chart 
- Brochure on "Programa de Información Tecnológica" 
- Noticias Técnicas. Monthly lists of technical reports of 
Interest in the following industries or subjects: nutrition, 
contamination, electric industry, pharmaceutical industry, 
industrial engineering, metalmechanic, and chemistry. 
- Brochure on INFOTEC-COliACYT "Knowledge Means Power for Your 
Business". 
- Paper "Meeting Importing Countries Needs". José Quevedo P., 
Executive Director, INFOTEC-CONACYT; presented at the 1976 Annual 
Meeting of the Licensing Executives Society of the U.S., 
published in Les Nouvelles, December 1976, p. 204-205. 
22. SECOBI (Services for Consulting Data Banks) of CONACYT, Mexico, D.F. 
- Brochure describing SECOBI's organization, resources, services, 
available data banks, etc. 
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conacvT San Lorenzo 153-1 lo. pís® 
México 12, D. F. Tel. 559-5211 
Apartado postal 19 -^04 
Fideicomiso en Nacional Financiera, S. A. 
"vsryr 
^ clave 
i-*«* • m 
Indique en el circulo los artículos de Interes Idioma págs. • 
3 7 3 2 0 7 
7 3 2 0 8 
J 7 3 2 0 9 
) 7 3 2 1 0 
3 7 3 2 1 1 
3 7 3 2 1 2 
) 7 3 2 1 3 
7 3 2 1 4 
y 7 3 2 1 5 
7 3 2 1 6 
J 7 3 2 1 7 
7 3 2 1 8 
7 3 2 1 9 
3 7 3 2 2 0 
3 7 3 2 2 1 
3 7 3 2 2 2 
3 7 3 2 2 3 
3 7 3 2 2 4 
importancia de la toxlcología er alimentos 
Food Product V&veZopment Mol. 10, Ntím. 8, Octubte ?976. 
Procesamiento y control de calidad de productos del tomate: Pte. 2 de 3 
IncUan Food Pac.fc.eA I¡ol . 30, Múm. 1„ Fzbnann 1976. 
Helados y postres congelados: Parte 3 de 5 
Indiu&iúu Ldctzcu Mol. 25s Wúm. 6t Uo\)Á.mbitzlVlcJ.me 1976. 
Pastas alimenticias enriquecidas8 elaboradas en varios países: Parte 2/3 
1 QXMOIoqájx. Ñúm. 98, V¿cíem&L& 1975. 
La industria alimentarla en México y las empresas extranjeras 
ComeAcio ExtZAloh. Mol. 26, Núm. 12, VÁJü.mbh.z 7976. 
Normas de ( S l^d^a l^ i iCTtos^- i tó j r l co r " r "-n -
Tecnoto^-iÁmt Í£?^J>/$®ittm$m m$4 
L imp i eza y !dé&1 nfección - er 1 a 1 Rdustr t^ Se tea ~ .v 
Vía Láctw Vol. Í,.N6a. 1% ¥.'MM,oH^kzO J?7¿, 1 
Propiedades funcionales de las melazas \>. • Í 
BakeA'4 'P4$tU. Val.--50, Mm. ft'TfytuhtúfinUí"~ --, > 
Cambios físicos en carne de res émpaéada al vatí̂ o cor» Vcrlps materiales 
J. o& MMd and Food Tedi. ^JBm.-srf^víé«aíMie í?76. 
Evaluación ¡de tort i l las c^ má̂ z enriquecidas: con;harinoHna de algodón 
j . Food '-NúihS 6 , : 1 9 7 6 . 
Como ahorrar energíI7'usando intercambiadores -dé calor de placas 
Food Eng¿ne.eA¿m Mol, h Múm. -10* OcXabKQ. ÍÓJ6.S 
importancia d@ las enzimas La e l en la industria 
CdA<uoLl Foodi WoM-Vol. Zf, Núm.Hi, ÑoUmbm 197é. 
Corrosión de la ,fcapa de ¿staño 'de las Hatas por mango y naranja 
J. Food SíU.OTeehCVol.' 13, hlúm.- 1,' EneAo/fetova I97é 
Monóxido de carbono como conservador en almacenamiento de carne fresca 
Camdixm í ; q£ Food S. 6 T. Mol. 9P Múm« 3,. Julio 1976.1 
Empacado de alimentos que combina la esterllIz'acidn a la flama y vacío 
CS1R0 Food Rtewnch Mol. 36, 'Jo*Í¿o 1976. 
Empleo de las proteínas de soya en alimentos 
Food Ttihwlogy Mol. 30, Múm. 4t Áh/ul 1976. 
Determinación de los ácidos benzótlco y sórblco en jugo de naranja 
Analy&t.Mol. 101 , blGm. 1198, £PI<>AO 1976. 
Producción y preservación de los cultivos para yogurt 























c o n a c / T 
noticias técnicos 
contaminación 
San Lorenzo 153-llo. piso 
México 12, D. F. Tel. 559-5211 
Apartado postal 1 9 - 1 9 4 
Fideicomiso en Nacional Financiera, S. A. 
clave Indique en el circulo los artículos de Ínteres idioma pá 












Sp&ctium, NGm. 142, 1976. 
Reglamentaciones de OSHA y su problemática sobre el control de ruido 
OcupcuUowZ HazaAdi, Jut¿o 1976. 
Incineración de desechos acuosos con alto contenido de materia orgánica 
Int. ChwrJEag^Cn¿e/UngJ¿tt¿^1j6^^ 
Electrodfallsis para el 1mi narval es en agua de torres de enfriamiento 
CombuAtíoÁ ^T^flk Wíto. -4^v(?cíuívte 1976. 
Daños ecológicos poi^illfcDffefRWciÓn y utilización de contarjilnantes 
¡ V ' r f e S I " RECIRCULfCIM " , , 'V ///// 
i ¡ | •'/ 
Aprovechamiento dé los desechos de la Industria alimentarla 
AduonceA in Food ReóeaAca 17, 1969. 
Recuperaciónjy redrculacióri de metales no ferrosos\ 
Eng. & E r j s J a t e o 7975. \ \ \ 
Adelantos europeos en la reclrculadón dVp¿pelees de desecho 
Tappl Vol\ 56 Nfim. 10, Obíufeae íf73. \ \| V 
Reut1l1zac1ón en! continuo detarguapor ósmos- s Inveitsa en fáb 
CEP TecW--" " - " " " ! 
Obtención de 
Bot. KWèA Ûot. 3, blûm. L Maxzo 
Uamat Vol. i î, 1974 










1cas de papel Ing 
rèmolacha Esp 
flflFOIK 
c o n a c v ï 
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San Lorenzo 1 5 3 4 1 o . piso 
México 1 2 , D . F . Tel. 559-5211 
Apartado postal 1@—1S4 
ABRIL 1977 
indique en el círculo los artículos da Interes idioma págs 
Diseño por computadora 
Elec&ionic Eng¿weA¿ng Mol. 45, Nfon. 547, Septiembre. 1973. 
Fusibles en el control de la presión en transformadores de pedestal 
EltcMoU iíloJdd, Mol. 185, Ñúm. 5, Ma/uo 1976. 
Controles para motores de alto voltaje 
Elect/UcaZ E¡ng¿meA Mol. 52, Wum. 8, Agoóto 1975. 
Pequeños motores C.D. con bobina en rotor sin. núcleo de hierro 
PhiLipi Tech. R&v. Mol. 33, WOrnó. 8/9, 1973. 
Energía l2t en fusibles durante corto circuito y daño en el equipo: 1/3 
Elect/ucal Comt. $ McUnt Mol. 76, Húsn. 1, EneAo 1977. 
Diseñando para_.mer..caclas._eii..eJ ..extraatem, .... „ 
Machine Vf¿¿gn Mol. 46, Ndm. 20, Ago¿to 1974. 1 
¿Medidores digitales o de agi^'a? n , ¡ 
Machine. Vh¿gn Mol. 46, H6&. 21 ,¿$&pt¿e¿Rh&e. 1974. ¡ 
Ventajas de los relevadores ¿fefeansisíSYizadtó. j 
Elec&uca%. T4me¿, Junio 1474. «4^. \ 
Resolviendo problemas eléctricos: p#fte 1/4% j 
ElecUloal Comt. á'McUht'Mor:f5,J'ÑM. ÍÓ,' OcM-bfie 1976. 
Controles de!f-recueruMÍa variable para velocidad dekto 
POMA Molí h^MAQj 977. , % „ 
Desarrollos én^failéi ¡XLPf'> .f | £ r 
ElectAÁcJXl 1, mko 1Í77. | . 
Ultrasonido corto herf'ami.enta de producción: parte 2 |: f 1? i 
kpptimctl l/||.|3|í 'fíúm. 11, HovíwbKi 1976. , 1 | $ I 
Procedimientos r|a'̂ a ¿gsjtImación de costos en 1nstaUcjopsJel)Sctr1cas:P 
Plant EngJ^fyifyijg ¡^¿bfta/iy i I || j 
Plan de requ0rfíñijgnt$ jde material para manufactura jefe pr$|s forma do res 
Pfvodn. $ tmHtvÜo/ti ftagt.. 1976. I ̂  $ ^ J 
fe tó 
Indices de contenido; de algunas revistas 
Preparación de 'e' 
SmÍMAM) 
ros de uretano para usos eléctricos; y\ electrónicos Esp. 

















El articulo E773274 que apa rece:.su: .este, boleti tt lo., forman las' tablas'de contenido de varias 
evlstas. Por este mèdio usted^podjrá\ldent1f.1c«arro.troS" artículos que no se han publicado en 
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Ing Avances en el empaque de medicamentos.-1.1/2: Uso de materiales plásticos 
Vfmg VíveIopme.nt Commó. Vol. 2, Húm. 2, 1976. 
Equipo adecuado para la manufactura de parenterales de alta calidad: 3/3 Ing 
Vkuq VeveZopment Cornrni. I>ol. 2, 1976. 
Programación y análisis de las inversiones en la Industria Farmacéutica Ita 
Boíl. ChúnLco Fcvm. Vol. 115, Múm. 4, kbfvUL 1976. 
Características del licénciamiento de tecnología farmacéutica Ing 
Lía NouvelZuó Vol. 11, Núm. 3, Suptiemb^z 1976. 
La solubilidad como índice de actividad de un principio activo Ing 
Can. J . Vhtvrn. ScJ.mc.QJ> Vol. 11, Núm. 4, OcXub-tz 1976. 
Filtración de soluciones parenterales para evitar f lebit is Ing 
Am, J . Uo¿p<ütaLi £hcumac.y Vol. - 33Núnrr t^üGVJtmbKWt^ó. 
Titulación no acuosa de nafazolina y difenhidramina en colifios Ing 
Can. J. fhojun. Science Vol. 11, Núm. 2, kbhÁl 1976. ¡j 
Determinación de cafeína xcodeina en medicamentos por cromatografía G-L Ing 
3. Pkvtmi ScUmca> yql. jM/bíúfn. 10, Octubre. 1975. I 
Evaluación j¡ control de-operaciones-de maquiladores farmacéuticos Ing 
V\ug a.n# Coóm&ticj Ind. Vol. 1l9^W(¡m. 5, Wou-cemíw.e Í976Í. 
Características de desintegración de 3 Excipientes para tabletas Ing 
Vkuq VeyeZopment !Coim. Vol. 1, Núm. 4,^1974-1975. I 
Efecto del contenido de almidón aglutinante en la disolución de tabletas Ing 
M¿g. ChmLt>£, Asa. Nem Vol. 10, Ocluirte 1976. s 
;; ' / • ' /) ;; 
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Indique en el círculo los artículos de Ínteres 
Estudio sobre la manufactura por grupos tecnológicos 
Production EngmtsA Vol. 55, A¡tfm. 9, SzptlmbJiz. 1976. 
Gula para mejorar los controles en producción y su bibliografía 
Production and Inventory Vol. 14, Mm. S, Jatw-Septlmbra. 1973. 
La planaación como un medio para lograr pré=áuctiv1dad 
IndtU&O&l EñgXn2.&Ung\/.ól. $, NCm. 11, BD\i¿mbn& f976. 
La asignación del trabajo y su relación con la salud rasntal 
kUs, VÁAiccujSñ Vol. 12, MOm, 65, Enefro-F ¿bresco 1976. 
El departamento de Ingeniería y su productividad: Parte 1 de 4 
Machine Vteígn Vol. 47„ Mfim. 29, Vlclmhuo. 1975. 
Consideraciones generales en la compra de equipo 
Chmíml .JuUñJllé^ 
Como controfar su sistema de aire comprimido 
IngzrU&tíh de FábfUc¿u> Vol. 5, Húrn, 5, 0c£uhr&r¡976. 
idioma págs. 
SZ&tmaÁ Calidad, 3P M>u,-Uf .. 
Como reducir s4®1nvéíitarfó' stn"-p@'r3tí<i1ear la&ientregas^ 
Indii&tnMxt te^ Úolá8P Nft. 1 h. Nó^tm^. 'T9&. ¡ 
Como proteger ' SUF 'RACKS los „ I M P A C E S X O Í I fítgñtácárgas'/ < 
ModeAn \kaZvOaJü>A HandJUng Uol.^31^ ̂ Múm. f 
Método para1 el baTanteó- de las cártfás^de trabajó.-̂ .;.'fenten1miento 
Plañí Eng¿meA¿ng Vol„ 30, MGm. 24, Noviembre. 1976. 
20 Prácticas de"¡seguridadj-fpáustri^l-:en: e-l-ffpneĵ -d̂ -ip-tsrlales 
UaXeAÁjsZ ¡Hakditm -^¿HteJUág 24 ! JmÁb.197p. 
Sistemas lHdustr1a-l-ef.4}&yja-jtetepc.1ón j 
UvMjcáJL ¡ J J . Jj_. j.J | • 
Diseñe su qmppgie j^ugrdo.$_su_pr^dj^té ' " J- • • 
ModeAn PackhgXng iVolo 49, liJ'V&Umt&ík. í¡576< 
Los efectos del adi estrèmi ©fVto erria'$~r^í&eio^is'humtó 
Pedagogia pom-te-fétut.;"Spfob». • W¿ -Ju&fa/SepWs^e. 1975. 
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8 ) clave Indique en el circulo los artículos de ínteres 
Q M773258 Como seleccionar f i l t ros hidráulicos para una mayor vida útil Ing, 
Machine. Ve¿ign Vol. 48, Ñúm. 27, Novianívte 25 de 7976. 
Q M773259 Limpieza de piezas metálicas por chorro de munición Ing 
IR0W AGE Vol. 218, Ñúm. 7, Ago&to 1976. 
3 M773260 Ahorro de energía en el proceso de pintado Ing 
Manu¿actuAlng Engln&eAlng Vol. 77, Ñúm. 5, Noviembre. 1976. 
Q M773261 Uso de nuevos abrasivos en las operaciones de rectificado Ing 
CuttlnQ Tool EnglnzeAÁrtg Vol. 28, Ñúm. 9-10, Octubre 1976. 
M773262 Gula para seleccionar tornillos para ambientes corrosivos Ing 
IROÑ AGE Vol. 218, Ñúm. 2, Juico 1976. 
" ) M773263 Consideraciones prácticas sobre la fundición de hierro nodular Esp 
COLAPA Vol. 9, ÑCm. 9, Septiembre 1976. 
3 M773264 Como silenciar instalaciones hidráulicas Ing 
Machine. Vt&ign Vol. 48, Ñúm. 24, Octubre 1976. 
3 M773265 Ventajas y limitaciones de los lubricantes sólidos Ing 
Lubsujcatcon Englnterlng Vol. 32, ÑO.m. 11, Noviembre. 1976. 
3 M773266 Propiedades, procesamiento y usos de lá lámina de acero: Parte 2 de 2 Ing 
AmeAlcan Machlnl6t Vol. 120, Ñám. 5, Mayo 1976. 
3 M773267 .Ideas prácticas que aumentan la productividad de su tal ler #3 Ing 
hneAlcjiñ Machinl&t Vol. 120, Ñúm. 5-6, Mayo/Junio 1976. 
3 H773268 Desarrollos recientes en el diseño de prensas mecánicas Ing 
. Sheet MeMl Indu&trlu Vol. 63, Ñúm. 9, Septiembfte. 1976. 
3 M773269 Como seleccionar y probar máquinas herramientas: Parte 2 de 5 Ing 
1971, UÑJVO. 
3 M773270 Alineación radial de punzones de troquelado Ing 
Toollng Vol. 30, Ñúm. 2, Fe.bA.eAo 1976. 
O M773271 Recuperación de calor en hornos de calentamiento para forja Ing 
Met« 6 Metal Tonmlng Vol. 43, Ñúm. 6, Junco 1976. 
3 M773272 Control de calidad y uso de adhesivos "Hot melf'en fundición Ing 
Modem Ca&tlng Vol. 66, Ñúm. 10, Octubre 1976. 
3 K773273 Diseño de moldes para plástico: Parte 7 y 8 de 14 Ing. 
Toollng Vol. 29, Ñúm. 8-9, Agosto/Septiembre. 1975. 
O K773317 Características normalizadas de los recipientes para manejo de cloro Ing. 
Chemical Age o{ India. Vol. 27, Ñúm. 5, Mayo 1976. 
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P E 14« In formación y As is tenc ia ' T é c n i c a a la Industria 
A . R e s u m e n G e n e r a l 
1, Ob je t ivos g e n e r a l e s 
Apl icac ión del conocimiento tecnológico ex i s tente a l p r o c e s o product i -
vo. P a r a l o g r a r el mayor e fecto se organiza e l p r o c e s o de difusión de i n f o r -
m a c i ó n técn ica de tal f o r m a que se garant iza que la m i s m a es tá llegando a l 
industr ia l . Asimismo, , es n e c e s a r i o o r g a n i z a r e l a lmacenamiento de la i n -
f o r m a c i ó n , su r e c u p e r a c i ó n y difusión p a r a lo cual se e s t a b l e c e n convenios 
de i n t e r c a m b i o , se publican l i s t a s e s p e c i a l i z a d a s y se util izan s i s t e m a s auto-
mat izados . 
Montos 
^• Inst i tuc iones par t ic ipantes 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Bol iv ia 
Colombia 
Cos ta R i c a 
Chile 
Ecuador 
D i r e c c i ó n G e n e r a l de N o r m a s y 
Tecno log ía , DGNT. 
Fondo Colombiano de I n v e s t i g a c i o -
nes Cient í f i cas y P r o y e c t o s E s p e -
c i a l e s " F r a n c i s c o J o s é da C a l d a s " , 
CQLCIENCXAS 
Instituto de Inves t igac iones T e c n o -
l ó g i c a s , I IT 
Conse jo Nacional de Invest igac iones 
Cient í f i cas y Tecno lóg icas , , CONICIT 
5 5 . 0 0 0 
28.000 
Conse jo Nacional de Inves t igac iones 
Cient í f i cas y T e c n o l ó g i c a s , CONICIT 5 2 , 0 0 0 
Instituto de Inves t igac iones T e c n o l ó -
g i c a s I N T E C / C O R F O 4 8 . 0 0 0 
Junta Nacional de P l a n i f i c a c i ó n y 
Coordinación, JUNAPLAN 
1 1 . 2 0 0 3 1 . 7 0 0 
5 9 . 4 0 0 9 7 . 5 0 0 
5 2 . 9 0 0 6 3 . 3 0 0 
, 30.000 10.000 
E s c u e l a P o l i t é c n i c a Nacional . E P N 10,000 
3 0 . 0 0 0 "10.000 
3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 
2 0 . 1 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 
1 8 . 0 0 0 1 4 . 0 0 0 
/Centro de 
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7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Centro de D e s a r r o l l o Industr ia l 
del E c u a d o r , C E N D E S 
Honduras Banco C e n t r a l de Honduraa, De-
par tamento de Inves t igac iones 
Indus feriales 
Guatemala Instituto T é c n i c o de Capac i tac ión 
y Product ividad, I N T E C A P 
M ú s i c o In formación p a r a la I i íábstr ia , 
J N F O T E C / C O N A C Y T 
Nicaragua B a s c o C e n t r a l de Nicaragua 
P e r i í Conse jo Nacional de Invest igac ión, 
CONI * 
10 . 000 3 1 « 000 1 5 . 2 6 0 
29, 900 37.900 
1 5 . 0 0 0 6 5 . 0 0 0 
1 0 0 » 0 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 0 6 3 . 0 0 0 
1 8 . 2 0 0 4 2 . 0 0 0 




Industr ia del Perú, INDUFERU 
E l e c t r i c i d a d dal P e r á , 
E L E C T R O P E R U 
P a r á l e o s de l Per t í , P E T R G P E R U 
P E S C A P E R U 
MINERO P E R U 
Instituto Dominicano d© .Tecoologfa 
Industr ia l , INDOTEC 






Centro Nacional de Infor ¿nación 
C i e n t í f i c a y T e c n o l ò g i c a , CONïCIT 3 6 0 . 0 0 0 2 6 2 , 9 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 0 
B . R e s u m e n por cent ro 
1. Centro : Dirección G e n e r a l de N o r m a s y Tecnología 




F e c h a de iniciacidn de operac ión; A b r i l 1975 
Duración: Cuatro afina 
Metas a cumpl i r en e l periodo 7 5 / 7 6 ; D e t e r m i n a c i ó n de la o fer ta y demanda 
de in formación , haciendo una r e l a c i ó n cuantitat iva y g e o g r á f i c a de usuar ios 
y o p e r a n t e s , Implementac idn de s i s t e m a s operat ivos automát i cos para e l 
a lmacenamiento y r e c u p e r a c i ó n de la in formación técn ica y c i e n t í f i c a . Con-
tratac ión de un exper to p a r a r e f o r z a r los conoc imientos en la organizac ión 
de s e r y i c í o s de in formac ión t é c n i c a . Inicio del s e r v i c i o de a s i s t e n c i a t é c -
n ica ( ingenier ía industr ia l ) a las e m p r e s a s en sus d i fe rentes r u b r o s . M e -
j o r a r los s i s t e m a s de c l a s i f i c a c i ó n y ca ta logac ión del a c e r v o b ib l iográf i co 
ex is tente en é l s e r v i c i o , a a í como la evaluación de n e c e s i d a d e s futuras d® 
qaipo y m a t e r i a l documentar lo . 
Actividades a r e a l i s a r en el per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Contratac ión de un ingen iero . 
12 m e s e s ( loca l ) . Adquisic ión de fo tocopiadora , m i c r o f i l r n a d o r a , repuestos , 
a c c e s o r i o s y m a t e r i a l e s v a r i o s , y b ib l iogra f ía . P u b l i c a c i ó n de bolet ines 
m e n s u a l e s de n o t i c i a s t é c n i c a s y un catálogo de publ icac iones p e r i ó d i c a s . 
Rea l izac ión de un c ic lo de c o n f e r e n c i a s l o c a l e s bajo e l auspic io de la DGNT 
p a r a hacer c o n o c e r los a l c a n c e s y propós i tos del S1TI y su importanc ia como 
instrumento b á s i c o para e l d e s a r r o l l o industr ia l del pata . 
Dis tr ibución del presupuesto : 
'Contratos 
B e c a s 




2, Centro : COLCIENCIAS 
Pafs t Colombia ' 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : F e b r e r o , 1975 
Duración: Seis años 
7 4 / 7 5 . 75 /76 
4 . 600 4 , 2 0 0 
5. 500 
39c 600 3 , 3 0 0 
2, 500 1 . 0 0 0 
2 . 500 2 , 2 0 0 
500 
?5¡™000 11. 200 




Metas a cumpl i r en el per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Capac i tac ión a nivel nacional de t é c -
n icos en i n f o r m a c i ó n indust r ia l . F o r t a l e c i m i e n t o de las c o l e c c i o n e s b i -
b l i o g r á f i c a s b á s i c a s de los s e r v i c i o s e s p e c i a l i z a d o s . Estudios de f a c t i b i -
lidad de organizac ión de s e r v i c i o s e s p e c i a l i z a d o s de información, industr ia l 
en nuevas á r e a s . 
Act ividades a r e a l i s a r en e i per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Dos c u r s o s nac ionales de in-
f o r m a c i ó n i n d u s t r i a l . Adquis ic ión de m a t e r i a l b ib l iográf ico y equipo 
p a r a los s e r v i c i o s espec ia l izados» A d i e s t r a m i e n t o de s e i s técn icos en 
c e n t r o s del e x t r a n j e r o » Publ i cac ión de un boletín de not ic ias t é c n i c a s . 
Dis t r ibuc ión del presupuestos 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos - 6 , 0 0 0 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 
V i a j e s 
Documentos 
O t r o s cos tos 
2 8 , 0 0 0 5 9 . 4 0 0 9 7 . 5 0 0 
1 3 . 0 0 0 3 2 . 4 0 0 
1 0 . 0 0 0 14 .000 
1,000 5„000 
4 .000 2 ,000 
3 . Centro : Instituto de Inves t igac iones T e c n o l ó g i c a s 
P a í s ; Colombia 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : F e b r e r o , 1975 
Duración; S e i s años 
M e t a s a cumpl i r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 ; D e s a r r o l l o dei s e r v i c i o nacional de 
in formac ión ©n tecnología de a l i m e n t o s . E s t a b l e c i m i e n t o de acuerdos de 
cooperac ión a nivel r e g i o n a l en e s t e campo. 
Act ividades a r e a l i s a r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 ; Publ i cac ión de un bolet ín de 
not i c ias t é c n i c a s . P u b l i c a c i ó n de un catálogo de los r e c u r s o s e x i s t e n t e s 
de in formac ión en tecnología de a l i m e n t o s . Entrenamiento de dos t é c n i -
c o s en c u r s o s y s e m i n a r i o s de c o r t a durac ión . P r o g r a m a de enlace i n -




Dis tr ibución del presupuesto 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 
Contratos 1 6 . 0 0 0 3 5 . 0 0 0 
B e c a s -
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 2 2 . 9 0 0 13 .300 
V i a j e s 5 . 000 6 . 000 
Documentos 7 . 0 0 0 6 . 0 0 0 
Otros cos tos 2. 000 3 . 000 
52. 900 6 3 , 3 0 0 10. 000 
Centros C o n s e j o Nacional d® Inves t igac iones Cient í f i cas y Tecnológicas 
(CONICIT) 
P a í s : Costa R i c a 
F e c h a de i n i c i a c i ó n de operación; M a y o , 1976 
Duración.' Cuatro años 
Metas a cumpl i r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : F o r t a l e c i m i e n t o de la i n f r a e s t r u c t u r a 
nacional de i n f o r m a c i ó n . Estudio de los m e c a n i m o s de t r a n s f e r e n c i a de in-
formac ión que permitan el a c c e s o oportuno a nuevos conocimientos ient í -
f icoe y t e c n o l ó g i c o s y a su ut i l ización m á s efect iva en la indust r ia . Cola -
borac ión e i n t e r c a m b i o de in formac ión con s e r v i c i o s dentro y fuera de la 
subregión. D e s a r r o l l a r un s i s t e m a de información para la industr ia de a l i -
mentos que e s t a r á a c a r g o del Inst i tuto T e c n o l ó g i c o de Costa R i c a . 
Actividades a r e a l i s a r en el periodo 7 5 / 7 6 : E l a b o r a c i ó n del catálogo c o l e c -
t ivo ds publ icac iones per iódicas en el pa í s , A s i s t e n c i a a lo'e s e m i n a r i o s de 
in formación programadas para la subregión. Vis i ta a cent ros de i n f o r m a -
ción dentro y fuera de la subregión . Adquisic ión de equipo y b i b l i o g r a f í a . 
Dis t r ibuc ión del presupuesto: 7 5 / f o 7 6 / 7 7 
j e s 
Contratos 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 
Otros c o s t o s 
7, 000 
5. 500 
2 . 500 
15.000 




5 . Centro : Comis ión Nacional de Invest igac ión Cient i f ica y Tecno lóg ica 
(CONICYT) 
P a f s : Chi le 
F e c h a de i n i c i a c i ó n de operación: N o v i e m b r e , 1974 
Duración: Cuatros años 
M e t a s a c u m p l i r en el periodo 7 5 / 7 6 ; Publ i cac ión y distr ibución d,s una guia 
nac ional de s e r v i c i o s ci&ntfficos y tecnológicos y de una guía nacional de 
equipos e ins t rumentos c ient í f i cos y t e c n o l ó g i c o s , I n c r e m e n t a r los s e r v i -
c ios a t r a v é s de unidades espec ia l izadas sn r e c u r s o s del mar,, r e c u r s o s 
m i n e r o s r r e c u r s o s energét icos , , C o l a b o r a r con los otros c e n t r o s d© la r e -
gión a t r a v é s de la unidad de in formac ión s o b r e cooperac ión técn ica i n t e r -
nac ional . 
Act ividades a r e a l i z a r en e l periodo 7 5 / 7 6 : P a r a la obtención, p r o c e s a -
miento y publicación de las guias: contra tac ión de un programador por 12 
m e s e s , media j o r n a d a . Contratación de dos t é c n i c o s por 6 m,<8se§? jornada 
comple ta , para ia obtención y codif icac ión de la i n f o r m a c i ó n . S e r v i c i o s de 
computación e i m p r e s i ó n . P a r a e l f o r t a l e c i m i e n t o de los s e r v i c i o s de infor-
mación : c o n t r a t a c i ó n de un e s p e c i a l i s t a en documentación por 12 m e s e s para 
las unidades de in formación en cooperac ión técn ica internacional» Adquis i -
c ión d© b ib l iograf ía en r e c u r s o s del m a r , m i n e r o s y e n e r g é t i c o s . Contra ta -
ción de un p r o g r a m a d o r por 12 m e s e s , media j o r n a d a . S e r v i c i o s de compu-
tac ión e i m p r e s i ó n . 
Diatr ibución del presupuesto 
V i a j e s 5 « , 0 0 0 „ 
Contratos , 5 0 0 7 . 8 0 0 
¿15 V» ÍS 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 14, , 500 1 0 . 0 0 0 
Documentos 8, , 000 7 . 200 
Otros c o s t o s J L , 0 0 0 5 . 000 
~0 00 3 0 , 0 0 0 
,74 /75 iÚ 7 6 / 7 7 
6. Centró : Inst i tuto de Invest igac ión T e c n o l ó g i c a s / C G R F O ( I N T E C / 
C Ü R F O ) 
P a f s : Chi le 




Duración- Cuatro años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Organizac ión de un c e n t r o de i n f o r m a -
c ión en e l Colegio de Ingenieros . Publ i cac ión y distrubición de un d i r e c t o r i o 
de r e p r e s e n t a n t e s de e m p r e s a s e x t r a n j e r a s . A s e s o r í a de t é c n i c o s n a c i o n a -
l e s p a r a la s e l e c c i ó n f inal de la in formac ión recopi lada en el levantamiento 
de tecnología internac ional y su publ i cac ión 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : P a r a l a organizac ión del c e n t r o 
de información en el Colegio de Ingenieros . Ent renamiento de un técn ico del 
Colegio de Ingenieros por 4 s e m a n a s . Contra tac ión de p e r s o n a l l o c a l y m a -
t e r i a l de consumo p a r a e l a r c h i v o de contac tos , 8 s e m a n a s . P a r a l a publ i -
cación del d i r e c t o r i o de e m p r e s a s e x t r a n j e r a s : Contratac ión de p e r s o n a l 
l o c a l y m a t e r i a l de consumo p a r a la r e c o p i l a c i ó n de la in formac ión . E f e c t u a r 
e n t r e v i s t a s p e r s o n a l e s y la p r e p a r a c i ó n del d i r e c t o r i o , 16 s e m a n a s . P a r a 
la a s e s o r í a de t é c n i c o s nac iona les p a r a l a s e l e c c i ó n f inal de la in formación 
recopi lada en el levantamiento de tecnología in ternac iona l . Contratac ión de 
p e r s o n a l l o c a l p a r a d e t e r m i n a r l a s fuentes nac ionales de a s e s o r í a p a r a cada 
s e c t o r (búsqueda de expertos) , 2 s e m a n a s . Pago c e h o n o r a r i o s por a s e s o r í a 
de exper tos nac ionales p a r a c a l i f i c a r la i n f o r m a c i ó n detectada, 14 s e m a n a s . 
Impres ión y publ icación de la in formac ión en portafol io por s e c t o r industr ia l . 
Adquisición de fuentes de i n f o r m a c i ó n e s c r i t a . 
7 6 / 7 7 Distr ibución del presupues to : 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 
Via jes 5. 500 1. 300 
Contratos 6. 000 7, 300 
B e c a s ' - -
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 1 6 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 0 0 
Documentos 8. 500 12 . 500 •  
Otros c o s t o s 12. 000 
48 . 000 ToTooo" 
7, Centro ; ,Punta de P l a n i f i c a c i ó n Es uCnomica 
10. 000 
P a í s : E c u a d o r 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : 
Duración: • Cuatro años 
Metas a cumpl i r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Diseño del S i s t e m a Nacional de In-




Act iv idades a r e a l i z a r en e l per Todo 7 5 / 7 6 : P r e p a r a c i ó n de un estudio de base 
p a r a e l s i s t e m a nac ional de información» P a r t i c i p a c i ó n en reuniones t é c n i c a s 
s o b r e p lani f i cac ión y po l í t i ca de i n f o r m a c i ó n . 
Dis t r ibuc ión del presupues to : 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos 10. 600 
B e c a s _ 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 4 . 000 
V i a j e s 3. 500 3 . 000 
Documentos 1. 000 -
Otros c o s t o s 1. 000 1. 000 
2 0 . 100 4 . 000 
8 , Centro : Instituto de Invest igación T e c n o l ó g i c a - E s c u e l a P o l i t é c n i c a 
Nacional 
P a f s : E c u a d o r 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : Junio , 1975 
Duración: S e i s años 
M e t a s a c u m p l i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : H a c e r el s e r v i c i o extensivo a todo e l 
t e r r i t o r i o nacional en e l a r a m a de ingenie r í a e l é c t r i c a y m e c á n i c a , s irviendo 
a inves t igadores e i n d u s t r i a l e s . 
Act ividades a r e a l i z a r e n e l par Todo 7 5 / 7 6 : P u b l i c a c i ó n de un boletín de no-
t i c i a s t é c n i c a s y difusión ampl ia en todo el p a f s . P a r t i c i p a c i ó n en reuniones 
de c a r á c t e r t é c n i c o . 
Dis tr ibución del presupues to : 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos 2 . , 000 
B e c a s 3 . 000 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 9. 000 16. 000 6. 000 
V i a j e s < 1. 000 1. 000 
Documentos 1. 000 1. 000 
Otros c o s t o s 1. 000 _ 1. 000 
1 0 . 0 0 0 18, , 000 14. 000 
9 . Centro : Centro dé D e s a r r o l l o Industr ial del E c u a d o r 




F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operación*. Junio , 1976 
Duración: Se i s años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : A m p l i a r el s e r v i c i o se lec t ivo de di-
seminac ión de in formación t é c n i c a p a r a s e r v i r a 1200 c l i entes mensualmen-
te y c u b r i r nuevas á r e a s . Aumentar su s e r v i c i o de p r e g u n t a s - r e s p u e s t a s 
h a s t a a l c a n z a r un promedio de 50 preguntas m e n s u a l e s . Capac i tar al p e r -
sonal para el m e j o r a m i e n t o en e l t ra tamiento y a n á l i s i s de la in formac ión . 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : P a r t i c i p a c i ó n 4 t écn icos en 
c u r s o s y s e m i n a r i o s de c o r t a durac ión. Publ icac ión de not ic ias t é c n i c a s 
m e n s u a l m e n t e . R e o r g a n i z a c i ó n del s e r v i c i o de p r e g u n t a - r e s p u e s t a . 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 7 4 / 7 5 J 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Cont ra-tos 
B e c a s - . 3 . 400 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 9. 000 18. 000 8. 860 
V i a j e s - 6. 000 2.. 000 
Documentos - 1. 000 
Otros cos tos i . 000 6. 000 I . 000 
1 0 . 0 0 0 31. 000 15. 2 60 
10. Centro : Banco Centra l de Honduras - Departamento de Inves t igac iones 
Industr ia les 
P a í s : Honduras 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión c e operac ión : S e p t i e m b r e , 1976 
Duración: Cuatro años 
M e t a s a cumpl i r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : Difundir el conocimiento técnico de 
i n t e r é s a l a industr ia para su ap l i cac ión adecuada, de acuerdo a l a s n e c e s i -
dades y c a r a c t e r í s t i c a s del p a í s . Apoyar al departamento de i n v e s t i g a c i o -
n e s industr ia les en sus operaciones. . Colaborac ión e i n t e r c a m b i o de i n f o r -
m a c i ó n a nivel Racional , s u b r e g i o n a l y mundial. 
Act ividades a r e a l i z a r en el per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Entrenamiento de loa t é c n i -
c o s del c e n t r o de información en el Cendes de Ecuador e INTEC de Chi le . 
Contratac ión de 1 ingeniero químico , 1 ingeniero industria,! y i químico do-
c u m e n t a l i s t a . Adquisición de equipo y b ib l iograf ía . Real izac ión del e s t u -
dio de s e l e c c i ó n de á r e a s indust r ia les p r i o r i t a r i a s p a r a i n i c i a r ios s e r v i -




Distr ibución del presupuesto : 
V i a j e s 4« 700 
Contra tos 1 2 . 7 0 0 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 8 . 5 0 0 
O t r o s c o s t o s " 4 . 0 0 0 
29»900 
11. Centro ; Instituto T é c n i c o de Capac i tac ión y Product ividad (IIMTECAP) 
P a í s : Guatemala 
F e c h a de in i t iac i&n de operac ión : 
Duración: Cuatro años 
M e t a s a c u m p l i r en e l per iodo 7 5 / 7 6 : A m p l i a r l a capacidad de s e r v i c i o del 
XNTECAP. D e s a r r o l l o del centro de in formac ión de al imentos. M e j o r a r l a 
i n f r a e s t r u c t u r a de la inst i tución (equipo, b ib l iogra f ía y documentos t é c n i c o s ) . 
Colaborac ión e i n t e r c a m b i o de in formac ión con c e n t r o s de C e n t r o a m é r i c a y 
C a r i b e . 
Act iv idades a r e a l i s a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 ; A s i s t e n c i a a los s e m i n a r i o s de 
in formac ión organizados p a r a l a subregión. Adquisic ión de equipo y b ib l io-
g r a f í a , V i s i t a a c e n t r o s dentro y f u e r a de l a subregión. Contratac ión de 1 
exper to in ternac iona l por 1 m e s . 
Dis tr ibución del presupuestes 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
V i a j e s 5. 950 1 3 . 2 2 5 
Contra tos 3. 600 8 . 3 5 0 
B e c a s .. « 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 4 . 2 0 0 41 . 625 
O t r o s c o s t o s 1 . 2 5 0 1 . 8 0 0 
1 5 . 0 0 0 6 5 . 0 0 0 
12. Centro ; In formación p a r a la Industr ia I N F O T E C / C O N A C Y T 
P a f s : M é x i c o 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : A b r i l , 1975 
Duración: S e i s años 
/Metas a 
íttigi. es 
Metas a c u m p l i r en ei per Fado 7 5 / 7 6 : A m p l i a r 2a capacidad de s e r v i c i o 
del ENFOTEC/GONACYT. D e s a r r o l l a r e l Cenrro.de Información M e t a l ú r -
g ica , I n i c i a r un s e r v i c i o de r e c u p e r a c i ó n de in formac ión-automat izado , 
in i c iar el s e r v i c i o de l o c a l i z a c i ó n de docximentos a t r a v é s de la red núcleo. 
A d i e s t r a m i e n t o de p e r s o n a l . D e s a r r o l l o del Centro de Información Oui'mi-
c a . D e s a r r o l l o del Centro de In formación del s e c t o r e l é c t r i c o . 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en el per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : Entrenamiento de ó técnico.s 
en. c u r s o s , s e m i n a r i o s y v i s i tas a c e n t r o s de in formación por un per íodo 
de 15 días c / u . Contratac ión de 3 a s e s o r e s in ternac iona les por un total 
de 4 m e s e s / h o m b r e p a r a un p r o g r a m a de m a e s t r í a en información y p a r a 
diseño y organizac ión de s e r v i c i o s e s p e c i a l i z a c i ó n . Se h a r á un c u r s o s o b r e 
operac ión y adminis t rac ión de l o s s e r v i c i o s de in formación y a s i s t e n c i a 
t é c n i c a . 
Dis tr ibución del presupuesto : 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 
Contratos 14. 800 16, 500 
B e c a s - -
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 5 8 . 1 0 0 70 . 500 
V i a j e s 1 2 . 4 0 0 1 4 . 3 0 0 
Documentos - -
Otros c o s t o s 1 4 . 7 0 0 1 8 , 7 0 0 
1 0 0 , 000 120"000 
7 6 / 7 7 
63, 000 
13, Centro : Banco Centra l de Nicaragua - Centro Nicaragüense de In for -
mac ión T e c n o l ó g i c a (CENIT) 
P a í s : Nicaragua 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de o p e r a c i ó n : Mayo, 1976 
Duración; Cuatro aflos 
Metas a cumpl i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : D e t e r m i n a r l a s neces idades del s e c -
t o r industr ial en m a t e r i a de in formac ión c i e n t í f i c o - t e c n o l ó g i c a . A m p l i a r 
l a capacidad de s e r v i c i o y a s i s t e n c i a del Departamento de Inves t igac iones 
T e c n o l ó g i c a s del Banco Centra l de Nicaragua . Coordinación e in tercambio 
de in formación con c e n t r o s de C e n t r o a m é r i c a y C a r i b e , 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : A s i s t e n c i a a los s e m i n a r i o a 
de información organizados p a r a la subregión, -Realisar un estudio de n e -
ces idades de in formac ión del s e c t o r industr ia l . Adquisición de equipo y 
b ib l iogra f ía . V i s i t a a c e n t r o s de in formac ión dentro y f u e r a de l a subregión . 
/Di&cribuciín 
tm/77/i> 
Diatr ibución del presupuesto 
V i a j e s 
Contratos 
7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Equipo® y s u m i n i s t r o s 





14» Centro : Conse jo Nacional de Invest igac ión 
P a í s : P e r ú 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : M a r z o , 1976 
Duración: S e i s años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l periodo 7 5 / 7 6 : P o n e r en funcionamiento c e n t r o s de in-
f o r m a c i ó n en e m p r e s a s e s t a t a l e s r e p r e s e n t a t i v a s de los s e c t o r e s e c o n ó m i c o s . 
E n t r e n a m i e n t o de p e r s o n a l t é c n i c o . Mayor par t i c ipac ión y co laborac ión con e n f 
dades e x t r a n j e r a s del á r e a de in formac ión . Coordinación a nivel nacional para 
p l a n i f i c a r e l d e s a r r o l l o del s e c t o r . 
Act ividades a r e a l i s a r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : Ent renamiento de 2 t é c n i c o s por 
per íodos de 1 m e s c / u . R e a l i z a c i ó n de un s e m i n a r i o a nivel regional sobre 
in formación y un c u r s o nacional . P u b l i c a c i ó n m e n s u a l de un boletín de not i -
c i a s t é c n i c a s . 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contra tos 6 . 0 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 4. 000 
Equipo8 y s u m i n i s t r o s 5, 500 6 . 0 0 0 ' 6. 000 
V i a j e s 8 . 000 2 . 000 2. 000 
Documentos 5, 50C 3 . 000 3. 000 
Otros c o s t o s 7 . 000 6 . 0 0 0 u M S L 
3 2 . 0 0 0 21 , 000 21. 000 
15. Centro : Industr ias del P e r ú 
P a í s : P e r ú 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : M a r s o , 1976 




Metas a cumplir en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 ; P r e s t a r s e r v i c i o de in formac ión en el 
á r e a de industr ia b á s i c a como integrante del s i s t e m a nacional , A d i e s t r a m i e n -
to de p e r s o n a l t é c n i c o . L o g r a r una m a y o r ut i l izac ión de los r e c u r s o s de in -
formac ión de la e m p r e s a . 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : Entrenamiento de 3 t é c n i c o s en 
c u r s o s y s e m i n a r i o s de c o r t a duración. P u b l i c a c i ó n de un boletín de not i -
c i a s t é c n i c a s . I n i c i a r s e r v i c i o de p r e g u n t a - r e s p u e s t a . 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 74/7: 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
»"IIWI W .inüuChJillinwini» 
Contratos 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 
Via jes 
Documentos 
Otros c o s t o s 
6. 500 
1 3 . 5 0 0 
4. 500 
2 4 . 500 





1 6 . 0 0 0 
16. Centro : E l e c t r i c i d a d del Perú 
P a í s : P e r ú 
F e c h a de inic iac ión de operac ión : M a r z o , 1975 
Duración: 6 años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : P r e s t a r s e r v i c i o de in formación en 
el á r e a de e l e c t r i c i d a d como integrante del s i s t e m a nacional , ,Adiea i ramien-
to de personal t é c n i c o . L o g r a r una m a y o r utilizacicfn de los r e c u r s o s de 
in formación de l a e m p r e s a . . 
Actividades a . r e a l i z a r en e l per ído 7 5 / 7 6 : Organizac ión del s e r v i c i o y en-
trenamiento de 4 t é c n i c o s por períodos de 1 m e s e / u , en s e r v i c i o s s i m i l a -
r e s . Publ icac ión de un bolet ín de not ic ias t é c n i c a s . In i c iar p r o g r a m a de 
a l m a c e n a j e y r e c u p e r a c i ó n de in formación con métodos mo-dernos. 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 74/75 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos « 3. 500 3, 500 ' 
B e c a s 6. 500 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 8 . 000 8 . 000 8. 000 
V i a j e s 4 . 000 2 . 500 2. 500 
Documentos 1, 500 2 . 000 2. 000 
O í r o s c o s t o s - -
2 0 , 000 16. 000 U T o o o -
/?.7* 0 
eEPAL/MEX/77/14 
Pe ge 86 
17. Centros P e t r ó l e o s del P e r ú 
P a f s i P e r ú 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operación? M a r z o , 1975 
Durac ión; S e i s años 
M e t a s © c u m p l i r en el per íodo 7 5 / 7 6 : P r e s t a r s e r v i c i o de in formación en 
e l á r e a de p e t r ó l e o y derivados como integrante del s i s t e m a nacional» 
A d i e s t r a m i e n t o de p e r s o n a l t é c n i c o . L o g r a r una m a y o r ut i l ización de l o s 
r e c u r s o s de información de l a e m p r e s a . 
Act iv idades a r e a l i z a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : P u e s t a en m a r c h a del s i s t e m a 
computar i sado de a l m a c e n a m i e n t o y r e c u p e r a c i ó n de in formac ión . P u b l i -
cac ión de un bolet ín de not ic ias t é c n i c a s . 
Dis t r ibuc ión del presupuesto : 7 4 / 7 5 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contra tos -
B e c a s 6. 500 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 8 . 0 0 0 1 4 . 0 0 0 14 .000 
V i a j e s 4 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2. 000 
Documentos i . 500 
O t r o s c o s t o s -
20 .000 16. 000 16.000 
18. C e n t r o : P e s c a P e r ú 
P a í s : P e r <1 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : S e p t i e m b r e 1976 
Durac ión : Cuatro años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : P r e s t a r s e r v i c i o de in formación en 
e l á r e a de p e s q u e r í a sobre h a r i n a de pescado y consumo humano. A d i e s -
t r a m i e n t o tíe p e r s o n a l t é c n i c o , L o g r a r una m a y o r ut i l izac ión de los r e -
c u r s o s de in formac ión de la e m p r e s a . 
Act iv idades a r e a l i z a r en el período 7 5 / 7 6 : Adies t ramiento de 2 t é c n i c o s 
en c u r s o s y s e m i n a r i o s de c o r t a durac ión. Adquisic ión de b ib l iograf ía bá-




Distr ibución del presupuesto* 75/7_6_ 7 6 / 7 7 
Contrat os 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 3 . 0 0 0 3, o00 
Via jes 3 . 0 0 0 3 , 0 0 0 
Documentos 
O t r o s c o s t o s 
6. 000 6. 000 
19. Centro : Minero - P e r ú 
P a í s : P e r ú 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de operac ión : 
Duración: Cuatro años 
Metas a c u m p l i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 ; P r e s t a r s e r v i c i o de información en 
e l campo m i n e r o - m e t a l ú r g i c o como integrante del s i s t e m a nacional» A d i e s -
t ramiento de p e r s o n a l t é c n i c o . L o g r a r una m a y o r ut i l ización de los r e c u r -
sos de información de la e m p r e s a . 
Actividades a r e a l i z a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : A d i e s t r a m i e n t o de 3 t é c n i c o s 
en s e r v i c i o s de información d e s a r r o l l a d o s , por períodos de 1 m e s . Adqui-
s ic ión de b ib l iograf ía b á s i c a p a r a los s e r v i c i o s que p r e s t a e l C e n t r o . 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos • -
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 2 . 0 0 0 2 , 0 0 0 
Via jes 4 . 000 4. 000 
Otros c o s t o s -
6, 000 ~ o o o ~ ~ 
20 . Centro : Instituto Dominicano de T e c n o l o g í a Industr ia l 
P a í s : Repúbl ica Dominicana 
Fecha, de inic iación de operac ión : J u l i o , 1976 




M e t a s a cumpl i r .en e l per Todo 7 5 / 7 6 : I n s t a l a r y o p e r a r un plan piloto de 
s e r v i c i o s de Información y a s i s t e n c i a t é c n i c a a l a industr ia en e l á r e a de 
a l i m e n t o s . A m p l i a r los s e r v i c i o s del I N B O T E C a l a industr ia . Co labora -
ción e i n t e r c a m b i o de in formación con c e n t r o s de C e n t r o a m é r i c a y Car ibe , 
R e f o r z a r l a i n f r a e s t r u c t u r a b ib l iográ f i ca del INDOTEC. 
Act ividades a r e a l i z a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : E n t r e n a m i e n t o de 1 p r o f e s i o -
nal dominicano en s e r v i c i o s de información a l a industr ia e s p e c i a l m e n t e 
en e l á r e a de a l i m e n t o s . Adquisición de equipo y b ib l iograf ía . P a r t i c i p a -
ción en l a s ac t iv idades subregíonales según se d e s c r i b e n en e l documento 
reg iona l . V i s i t a a c e n t r o s de información dentro y f u e r a de la subregión. 
Dis t r ibuc ión del presupues to : 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 , 
V i a j e s 8 , 2 0 0 
Contra tos 9 . 0 0 0 
B e c a s 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s - 1 2 . 8 0 0 
O t r o s c o s t o s 1 1 , 0 0 0 
4 1 . 0 0 0 
2 1 . Centro : Conse jo Itfacional de Invest igac ión Cient í f i ca , T e c n o l ó g i c a 
P a í s : Venezuela 
F e c h a de in ic iac ión de o p e r a c i ó n : Ju l io , 1975 
Duración: S e i s añes 
t 
M e t a s a c u m p l i r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : Imple mentac ión y d e s a r r o l l o de los 
3 u b - s i s t e m a s r e g i o n a l e s de in formación , Consol idación del piloto de enlace 
industr ia l . . Imple mentac ión de un s e r v i c i o para las ent iendes encargadas del 
contro l de l a tecnología e x t r a n j e r a . Aumento de los r e c u r s o s humanos p a r a 
e l t r a b a j o de l o s s e r v i c i o s de in formac ión . 
Act ividades a r e a l i s a r en e l período 7 5 / 7 6 : B e c a r a 20 p r o f e s i o n a l e s por 
per íodos de 6 m e s e s c/u» Adquisición de in formación e s p e c i a l i z a d a y difu-
sión de la m i s m a . • P u b l i c a c i ó n de un portafol io de tecnologías nac iona les . 
P u e s t a en ' m a r c h a de un c e n t r a d« información en m e t a l u r g i a , tecnología de 
a l imentos y q u í m i c a . 
/Distribución 
CE I»AL/H32./77 /14 
Fíige 89 
Distr ibución del presupuesto : 2±ÚJL 7 5 / 7 6 7 6 / 7 7 
Contratos 2 7 , 0 0 0 5 4 , 0 0 0 1 5 . 0 0 0 
B e c a s 6 6 . 0 0 0 3 5 . 0 0 0 5. 000 
Equipos y s u m i n i s t r o s 1 7 4 . 0 0 0 7 6 . 6 0 0 14. 500 
V i a j e s 2 2 . 0 0 0 5 1 . 3 0 0 ' 1 0 , 0 0 0 
Documentación 2 0 . 000 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 3 , 2 5 0 
Oíros costo® 51 . 000 - 1 2 . 2 5 0 
3 6 0 . 000 2 6 2 . 9 0 0 70 , 000 

